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ABSTRACT
Radiation Transport and Finite Element Modeling of a Detector Shield for 
Sandia National Laboratory
by
Daniel Robert Lowe
Dr. William Culbreth, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor of Engineering 
University of Nevada Las Vegas
The Z Machine at Sandia National Laboratory is a pulsed powered electron accelerator 
that is able to produce fusion neutrons by pinching the deuterium and tritium gas with the 
surrounding high temperature plasma. Neutron detectors are placed in various locations 
throughout the room in order to detect these fusion neutrons. Plastic scintillating neutron 
detectors are sensitive to other types of unwanted radiations however. The purpose of this 
project was to design a shield that would allow the fusion neutrons to enter the detector 
while preventing the other types of unwanted radiation from getting to that same detector. 
A shield was designed with layers of high Z and low Z material in order to block the 
radiation that would be incident on the sides of the shield. Combinations of polyethylene, 
lead, carbon, iron and tungsten were used to maximize the efficiency of the
111
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shield. With the lead contributing a large portion of the total weight of the shield fmite 
element analysis was used to ensure the design safe. Results showed that the structure 
was designed within the structural limits of the steel that was used. Radiation transport 
results showed that the shield was 1.37 to 459 times better at reducing the amount of 
unwanted radiation that would be incident on the shield. The range of effectiveness 
values are angle of incidence and particle type dependant.
IV
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
Z-pinch machines are a class of a pulsed particle accelerator that generates a large 
number of charged subatomic particles for a very short period of time. Z-pinch machines 
are used to generate x-rays for radiography, to explore high-energy physics, and to 
produce neutrons for neutron detector research. For the past ten years, the Z Machine at 
Sandia National Lab has demonstrated that it has the ability to produce the largest amount 
of usable output of any z pinch device in the world. In total, the machine is able to 
produce 2.7 megajoules of x-ray energy. In the current work, a massive shield was 
designed to isolate the generation of neutrons from other forms of unwanted gamma 
radiation. MCNPX will be used to assess the radiological effectiveness of the shields 
while COSMOS and Pro-Mechanica will be used to assess the strength of the base for 
these shields.
The Z machine is scheduled to be refurbished in the summer of 2006. The project, 
named ZR (for Z-Refurbished), will look identical to its current configuration but with 
newer technology. The Marx bank will be updated with newer capacitors, doubling the 
amount of energy available for each shot. The refurbishing will also minimize the 
diagnostic down time, allowing the new ZR to fire 400 shots per year; twice that of its 
current operational capacity.
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When ZR is completed in 2007 it will be the world’s largest pulsed powered 
machine. By sending a tremendous amount of energy through wires in a configuration 
called a holraum, they in turn explode, which creates a plasma at high pressure and 
temperature for a short period of time. The machine is able to create a pinch strong 
enough to induce nuclear fusion in mixtures of deuterium and/or tritium. The machine 
will be able to produce 1 x 10*̂  neutrons per shot and ~1 x 10̂  ̂gamma rays per shot, 
depending on the material inside the pinch capsule. With so much radiation emitted from 
the machine, sensitive neutron detectors are flooded with unwanted gamma radiation and 
produce erroneous signals. To combat this problem, Sandia created shields to protect 
these sensitive neutron detectors. Years of experiments have shown that the shields are 
not as effective as they need be. Leakage from the sides and bottom of the shields are the 
primary suspects, but nothing has been verified.
Bechtel Nevada and the University of Nevada Las Vegas are in collaboration with 
Sandia to build 4 new shields for these detectors. The largest of the 4 shields will be in 
the basement. Approximately 8 meters from the source, it will be the closest of the 
shields to the pinch point. This shield will house 2 identical neutron detectors which are 
spaced 1 meter apart. This allows time of flight measurements to be made within the 
same shielding device. The large shield will consist of many materials and shapes that 
will minimize gamma radiation from entering and being created within the shield while 
allowing the maximum possible neutron flux from the source to enter the shield.
Scattered neutron radiation should also be minimized since it leads to a broadening of the 
time signal.
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The large shield assembly has a maximum weight limit of 20,000 pounds due to 
elevator restrictions in the basement. Currently, the shielding assembly will weigh 18,000 
pounds. With so much weight in a relatively small volume, finite element simulations 
have been run to determine the size of the major structural components. Pro-Mechanica, a 
finite element package built within Pro-Engineer, will be extensively used for this 
purpose.
The three smaller shields will be identical in size and shape with respect to one 
another. They will be identical to the large target in every fashion except for length. 
Instead of being 160 cm long, they will be approximately 25 cm long, since they are only 
housing on neutron detector. These three shields will be looking at the pinch point from 
three different angles; 0 degrees, 2 degrees, and -2 degrees. There will be a collimator in 
front of these shields to minimize scattered radiation from the source.
MCNPX will be the primary radiation transport code that will be used to design 
all of these shields. Simulations are run in MCNPX by running an input deck which 
specifies geometries, materials, particle types, and particle energies. By using statistical 
processes called Monte Carlo methods, the code is able to predict the amount of radiation 
at any point in the specified geometry. To do this, the code must transport one particle at 
a time, transporting it through the geometry until the particle is absorbed. Millions or 
billions of case histories are then run to determine the fluxes at the desired points of 
interest.
The finite element modeling of the large shield will be done with two programs; 
Pro-Mechanica and COSMOS Express. In general, finite element modeling usually 
requires the user to mesh the geometry before the analysis can be done. Both of these
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
packages, however, have auto meshing packages built into them, which allows the 
program to mesh the geometry, saving valuable time for the user. The auto meshing 
packages lack the ability to change or refine the mesh style or shape, which can lead to 
stress concentrations that are due to the mesh quality rather than the model geometry. For 
this reason, safety factors will be increased slightly to account for this.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
1. Irina I. Popova studied the validity of MCNPX for shielding designs in an 
accelerator facility in 2000. “MCNPX vs. DORT for SNS shielding design 
studies”
2. U. Titt* and W. D. Newhauser “Neutron shielding calculations in a proton 
therapy facility based on Monte Carlo simulations and analytical models: criterion 
for selecting the method of choice
3. A. D. Oliveira and C. Oliveira “Comparison of deterministic and Monte Carlo 
methods in shielding design”
4. L. Petrizzi, P. Batistoni, U. Fischer, M. Loughlin, P. Pereslavtsev and R. Villari 
“Benchmarking of Monte Carlo based shutdown dose rate calculations for 
applications to JET”
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CHAPTER 3 
THEORY
This section will discuss the underlying principles that are needed to understand 
the breadth of the problem. The topics will include basic interaction principles of 
radiation, neutron and gamma production theory from a Z pinch device, neutron detection 
theory, material selection theory, radiation transport theory and finite element modeling 
theory.
3.1 Interaction of Radiation with Matter
Radiation is found in two forms; charged and uncharged. Charged radiation 
includes electrons, protons, alpha particles, and other heavy ions. Uncharged radiation is 
primarily composed of photons and neutrons. Photons are packets of energy which have 
no mass or charge but still have energy and momentum. Neutrons are uncharged particles 
that are approximately the same size and weight of a proton. All of these types of 
radiation are important for particle transport because they interact through different 
mechanisms with the material they are going through. If these interactions are 
understood, a better quality shield can be constructed.
Charged particles interact with their environment through the electric field they 
generate by being charged. Any charged particle will lose small amounts of energy every 
time the particle passes near another particle with a charge. Since most atoms have many
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
electrons in orbits, the incoming charged particle interacts with electrons in the outermost 
orbits. The details of what happens before, during, and after an encounter is a function of 
the particle masses and energy. Since the incoming charged particle loses energy to every 
particle it passes in the medium, the lifetime, or penetrating length of the charged 
particle, is typically small.
Bremmstralung, or “breaking radiation”, is caused by electrons that are being 
decelerated by neighboring electric fields. This deceleration causes the electron to emit 
an x-ray every time the particle decelerates. Bremmstralung radiation needs to be 
considered for this case since electrons are produced in the shield. The shield thickness 
will need to be sufficient such that the bremms (Bremmstralung x-rays) will be attenuated 
by the time they reach the detector.
Neutrons, while not charged, cannot interact with the surrounding electrons of an 
atom. Instead, the interaction occurs in the nucleus itself. The incoming neutron has the 
ability to be absorbed or reflected by the nucleus. If the neutron is absorbed, it has the 
probability of being reemitted as one neutron, or two neutrons, or might even cause the 
nucleus to undergo fission, a process where a large nucleus is split into two smaller ones. 
If the neutron is reflected off the nucleus of the atom, a modified billiard ball model can 
be applied to predict the direction of the scattered neutron. Collisions between a neutron 
and a nucleus are identified as scattering collisions if another neutron is emitted. 
Scattering collisions may be elastic, where energy is shared between the nucleus and the 
scattered particle or inelastic, where a gamma ray is also emitted. Absorption collisions 
result if an incoming neutron is absorbed by the nucleus, which is usually accompanied 
with the emission of a gamma ray.
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Collisions between neutrons and nuclei are quantified in terms of the effective 
target area for the nucleus, identified as a microscopic cross section, a. Absorption or 
scattering cross sections are expressed as Oa or Os in units of cm^ or bams ( 1 bam = 10'^  ̂
cm^). Cross sections range from fractions of a bam to thousands of bams. Values of Oa 
and Os are determined experimentally and a massive library referred to as ENDFB/6 is 
used by the intemational community and contains these values.
Photons have no mass of charge yet can still interact with a medium. There are 
three primary interactions that photons encounter; the photoelectric effect, Compton 
scattering, and pair production. Each of these mechanisms are functions of the energy of 
the incoming photon and the atomic number of the material. When a photon of low 
energy enters the electron cloud of an atom, it has the ability to eject an electron. That 
electron is then released from the atom and the previous discussion on electron transport 
can be applied to it. If the photon has sufficiently more energy, it will then not only eject 
an electron, but the photon will scatter off of the electron instead of being completely 
absorbed by the electron. Finally, a pair-production event can happen when photon 
energies are more than 1.022 MeV. Pair production is the changing of a photon to an 
electron/positron pair; the two particles then go off as secondary radiation.
3.2 Fundamentals of Radiation Shielding
The uncollided flux due to a point with strength So can be given by:
0
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Where So is the source strength in gammas per second and r is the distance from the 
source to the point of interest. The diagram below shows this scenario.
*
Figure 1. Flux at a Detector from a Point Source without Shielding
#
Figure 2. Flux at a Detector from a Point Source with Shielding
If one wishes to consider a shield that is between the source and the point of interest as 
shown above, the uncollided flux can be written as
Ç
f f y  — ______2_____  p
^ « - 4^ . , 2 Eq.3.2
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Çt ~  Eq. 3.3
Where |i is the linear attenuation coefficient of the material. The final modification to this 
equation is the addition of a build-up factor (B). The build-up factor accounts for 
scattered radiation in the material that would ultimately be detected at the point of 
interest. The total flux, both collided and uncollided, can be written as:
A
An-r‘
Unfortunately the build-up factor is a function of the type of material, the 
thickness of the shield and the energy of the particle of interest. Build-up factors are 
important in gamma and neutron calculations because the build-up factors themselves can 
range from 1, meaning all radiation at the detector was uncollided, to almost 100 for 0.5 
MeV gamma rays in a water shield with thickness of approximately 500 cm. This implies 
that the total flux is 100 times higher than the uncollided flux that would be calculated if 
the build-up factor was ignored.
The build-up factors are generally look up values from graphs in books but there 
are two equations that can calculate the build-up factors. The most common form is the 
Berger form, shown below.
B(Z, E,n,r)  = \ + A(Z, E ) y r -   ̂ e,. 3.4
The values of p and r would be functions of the problem while A and B are values that 
would come from experiments or be determined from Monte-Carlo simulations.
There are two primary methods to shield neutrons; to scatter them down to 
energies that are not significant to the problem or to have them captured by a material in 
the shield. If we wanted to scatter the neutrons down to energies that are less harmful to 
humans, it is important to know how much average energy is lost in each collision
10
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Eq. 3.5
between a neutron and certain nuclei. ^ represents the average energy lost during a 
neutron collision, shown below.
^ = log ^
\ E  J
Where E is the energy of a neutron before a collision and E’ is the energy of the scattered 
neutron. ^ can also be defined as a function of the A of the material. This is important as 
it relates the average energy loss for one collision as a function of the shielding material. 
The equation for ^ is shown below.
2
A +  ~  Eq. 3.6
3
The table below shows values for ^ for various isotopes. If ̂  is equal to 1.0 it can be 
implied that, on average, 50% of the energy can be transferred to the recoil nucleus per 
collision. The smaller the value of the more collisions it takes to decrease the energy of 
that neutron. The number of collisions to thermalize a neutron, shown as N in the table 
below, is the number of collisions required to reduce a 2 MeV neutron to 0.025 eV.
Nucleus t  N
1.00 18
0.725 25
"He 0.425 43
1 2 c 0.158 110
2 3 8 y 0.0084 2200
Table 1. Zeta and Number of Collisions to Thermalize a 2 MeV Neutron
II
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It can be concluded that low Z materials such as hydrogen, helium and lithium are good 
moderators for neutrons.
If the down-scattering of neutrons is not sufficient there are materials that can be 
placed within the shield that absorb the neutron completely. The two naturally occurring 
isotopes of boron are widely used for this purpose. and ' B, which are found at 19.9% 
and 80.1% abundances respectively. They have large neutron capture cross sections and a 
more detailed explanation of these events can be found in Chapter 5.
10
1 0 '
10
10
S310̂^
E n e rg y  (M eV )
101 0 '
Figure 3. Oa (top) and Gy (bottom) Cross Sections for **̂B
12
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3.3 Neutron and Gamma Production from the Z Machine
The Z Machine at Sandia produces two main types of radiation; photons and 
neutrons. The photons are produced with every shot from the imploding wires turning 
into plasma while the neutrons are generated by the pinch inducing fusion in a 
deuterium/tritium capsule. The pinch is driven by large electric and magnetic fields that 
drive the plasma wires into the middle of the assembly. The following diagram shows the
current through the wires, j, and the magnetic field that the current induces, B .
O lo lw l B -A fW  *
%  I fA
Figure 4. Force Diagram for a Wire Array Assembly in a Z Pinch Device
The imploding wires are forced by the Lorentz force to the inside of the capsule where a 
mixture of deuterium and tritium gas is contained. The force is enough to induce fusion 
from these two gases into helium, a process similar to that of what our Sun does. This is 
the point of origin for all the neutrons in the device.
13
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3.4 Neutron Detection Theory
Neutron detectors come in many sizes and many different materials. Since a 
neutron has no charge, the only way to detect it is through secondary mechanisms. An 
example of such a mechanism is the (n,p) reaction found in ^He. A neutron that is 
incident on this nucleus will be captured, and a proton, along with a nucleus will be 
emitted, shown below.
n + iH e \H + \p  Eq. 3.7
This reaction takes a neutral particle and “converts” it to a charged particle, which 
is easily detected in a photomultiplier tube. Another type of capture reaction for neutrons 
is found in a material called Bicron. Bicron is a plastic scintillating material that has a an 
(n,p) reaction with the carbon nuclei. The released proton goes off and has interactions 
with the other nuclei in the vicinity. These reactions are designed to produce photons in 
the visible light spectrum which can be used for counting purposes. Plastic scintillations 
are solid at room temperature and easy to manufacture, even though the cross section for 
these reactions are typically lower in plastic scintillators than they are for other types of 
detectors such as ^He.
The detection of neutrons is not a trivial task. The detection of an uncharged 
particle that does not react with most objects in its environment relies on secondary 
processes for detection. All neutron detectors use elements that have high neutron capture 
cross sections in order to release a particle that is easier to detect. Some of these materials 
include ^He, Lithium and Boron. In general, these materials like to capture neutrons and
14
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emit either a gamma ray or another type of charged particle like an alpha or beta. These 
charged particles go off and make characteristic x-rays in the material at hand, which can 
be counted with a photomultiplier tube.
Another type of neutron detecting method is with a scintillating material which is 
usually in the form of a plastic or liquid. Scintillating materials generally use the (N,P) 
reaction to produce the proton as a charged particle. This proton then goes off into the 
plastic and creates characteristic x-rays from the carbon that is present in the plastic. 
These x-rays are in the visible wavelength and are generally around 420 nanometers. 
These visible light photons are then detected in a photomultiplier tube.
3.5 Selection of Shield Material
Material selection for a neutron shield is primarily a function of effectiveness and 
cost. The effectiveness of a shield can be quantified by a simple ratio given by:
. Number o f NeutronsThat Get ThroughtheTop _Effectiveness = -------------  2---------£_ Eq. 3.8
Number o f Neutrons That Get Through the Sides
In order to make this ratio as high as possible, layers of different materials must be used 
to accomplish this goal. The shield will consist of a top piece of high Z material while the 
sides, cylindrical in nature, will be composed of many materials. The high Z material on 
the top must block all of the gamma ray radiation coming from the source while allowing 
as many neutrons to pass through it as possible. The walls of the shield will consist of a 
high Z material to block primary gamma radiation, a low Z moderator to scatter the 
unwanted neutron radiation to lower energies, and a neutron absorber to absorb the
15
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unwanted neutrons. The size, geometry, mixture ratios, and type of material will be 
examined.
3.6 Radiation Transport Theory
MCNPX is a Monte Carlo radiation transport code. Monte Carlo techniques were 
first developed in 1949 to estimate integrals that were previously unsolvable. From there, 
Monte Carlo methods have progressed into programs like MCNPX that can predict 
particle fluxes of any given geometry. Monte Carlo methods are complex in nature but all 
have the same underlying principles. One particle is started in a given location according 
to the input deck supplied by the user. This particle is tracked until it is absorbed by 
another nucleus or enters a region where the user has specified that particle fluxes in this 
region are not important, an area where the code will kill the particle. Another particle is 
started, and so on. After a sufficient number of generations have passed, the code will 
stop. Statistical checks will then be applied to the tally points which tell the user the 
details of the information they are looking for. This is done to ensure that the tally has 
converged, is free of erroneous values, has a low enough relative error to be acceptable, 
and many more. Since Monte Carlo methods are statistical in nature these statistical 
checks are quite important when determining the accuracy of your results.
3.7 Time of Flight Theory
The energy and velocity of the neutron can be related by the following:
= 1.383 -10" VË Eq. 3.9
16
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Where E is the energy of neutron given in MeV. If the distance from the source to the 
detector is known along with the time that the neutron took to get there, the velocity of 
that said neutron can be easily calculated. Once the velocity is known, the energy of the 
neutron can then be found through the above equation. The energy of the neutron is 
important to determine because it allows the scientists to filter out primary from 
secondary neutron radiation. The primary neutrons are usually of the most concern.
3.8 Finite Element Modeling Theory
Finite element modeling is used to determine stress concentrations and deflections 
of models that are too complicated to solve by hand. This is done by breaking the 
problem down into smaller finite pieces, called elements. The user supplies the program 
with boundary conditions for the model, material properties, and load conditions which 
will be used by the program to solve a large stiffness matrix. The process is an iterative 
solution to many differential equations that describe the entire system. The program will 
stop once the iterative solver has reached a solution with an acceptable error. The 
solution is then read by a post processor of some type and the results can be read by the 
user. Results from finite element modeling are broad; they include stress distributions, 
strain, safety factors, deflections, thermal effects, and other quantities.
17
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CHAPTER 4
METHODOLOGY 
Careful consideration must be made when trying to shield unwanted radiation 
from a neutron detector. The main problem with neutron detectors is that they are 
sensitive to gamma radiation. If the gamma radiation that is incident on the detector is 
sufficient, the signal to noise ratio in the detector goes to 1 rapidly, making all results 
null. The Z Machine produces 10,000 gamma rays for every neutron, which is very bad 
when you are trying to detect only neutrons. Special attention is paid to the layering order 
of the chosen materials to combat this problem.
4.1 Z Machine at SNL
Research in modem particle physics is highly dependent upon the use of high 
voltage accelerators. In a typical accelerator, streams of charged particles are generated 
that collide with a target resulting in secondary particles that give insight into the 
fundamental forces that bind together nuclei and atoms. Accelerators can also generate 
very high temperatures for short periods of time. The Z-pinch machine at Sandia 
National Laboratory is a specialized accelerator that produces a pulse of electrons with 10 
million volts of potential. These electrons flow through a small collection of aluminum 
wires called a “wire array” in a 50 nanosecond pulse. The resulting energy deposition
18
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and Lorentz forces causes a “pinch” that collapses a section of the wire array plasma 
towards the center, or z-axis of the array. This causes extremely high pressures and 
temperatures of above 3,000,000 K for a short period of time. The conditions are 
sufficient to trigger a fusion reaction in deuterium and tritium if they are introduced into 
the wire array. The Z-pinch machine is therefore used for investigations of nuclear 
fusion as a power source, for fundamental particle physics research, and as an intense 
source of x-rays.
Marx Bank
Pinch Point
Basement Area
Figure 5. Z Machine at Sandia National Lab
4.2 Radiation Shielding Analysis
In shielding design, one must “know thy enemy”. To prevent unwanted radiation 
from entering the detector, one must distinguish primary from secondary radiation. 
Primary radiation is radiation that is made at the source while secondary radiation is 
created away from the source through other types of particle interactions. We can further 
break these categories down into collided and uncollided fluxes. Collided flux is any
19
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particle flux that has collided with another atom before it is scored in the detector. 
Uncollided flux is a particle flux that is created at the source and gets scored in the 
detector without having collided with any other atoms. Uncollided flux is possible in 
some situations because the cross section, or probability of interaction, is extremely small 
for some particles through some mediums.
There will be four shields constructed for the new machine at Sandia. There will 
be one large shield that is housed in the basement. The other three shields, which will be 
identical in every aspect, will be above the machine to give time of flight measurements. 
The four shields are further related because the three smaller shields on top of the 
machine are carbon copies of the shield in the basement except for the fact that they will 
be only 2 feet in length, rather than 6. The shielding configuration is shown below.
Three shields 
above machine
Source
Shield in Basement 
Figure 6. Shielding Configuration for ZR Machine
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There will be a large flux of primary neutrons and gamma rays incident on the front faces 
of the targets. In addition, there will be large gamma and neutron fluxes from secondary 
radiation that is created in the surrounding material of the machine. The geometry of the 
entire machine is much too complicated to model in MCNPX, therefore modeling efforts 
will concentrate on the relative amounts of radiation that can pass the front faces of the 
shields compared to that of the walls. This allows us to show that the shield is as effective 
as can be without actually knowing what type or energy the radiation is that would be 
incident on the walls of the shield.
The top of the shield must contain a large amount of a high Z material in order to 
stop the primary gamma rays from entering the shield. High Z materials that would be 
appropriate for this design would include lead, tungsten or depleted uranium. The 
thickness of the top piece should be only thick enough to stop 99.99% of the primary 
gamma radiation because it also has to allow the primary neutron flux to enter the 
detector. Lead is quite a bit cheaper than tungsten but will perform better in this case 
because the thickness of tungsten required is less than that of lead, allowing more 
neutrons to enter the detector.
The sides of the shields will be constructed from many different materials. To 
combat the secondary gamma radiation (there is no primary gamma radiation on the sides 
of the shield) a high Z material will be used to reduce the amount of radiation coming in 
through the sides. Secondary neutron radiation must also be accounted for however.
There are materials that have the ability to capture neutrons quite readily, such as boron 
or cadmium, but the neutron energies need to be on the order of eV or keV for this to 
happen. Hence, there must be a neutron moderating material that will scatter the energies
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of the incoming neutrons to energies that the boron can capture. Materials high in 
hydrogen content are used for this purpose since hydrogen has the ability to accept up to 
100% of the energy from the incoming neutron. Therefore the shielding configuration 
will be modeled as shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7. Shield Material Layout
Material 1 is the surrounding air inside the machine. The air will be modeled at 50% 
relative humidity since the machine is enclosed. Material 9 is composed of V2 inch layers 
of steel that will give the shield the needed structure to support itself. Material 13 will be 
a standard lead with the outside layers being 1 inch thick, the inside layers 2 inches thick 
and the bottom 1 inch thick. The large volume on the inside will be filled with NUEX
22
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mix. Material 14, which is a combination of steel shot, polyethylene beads and boron 
carbide. To cap the shield the material of choice will be tungsten, shown as Material 4 in 
the above picture. A 3-D model is shown below with the tungsten being shown in black, 
the steel shown in pink, the lead shown in grey and the NUEX mix shown in blue.
Figure 8. CAD Model of the Shield
4.3 Finite Element Analysis
The design of the larger shield required it to rotate 7 degrees about one axis and 
10 degrees about another. This allowed the shield to focus on the source point without 
having to move the massive shield and cart. In order to accomplish this, a tilting table
23
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was built to allow the shield to rotate 7 degrees each way. On top of this table will be a 
rotary table which will allow the shield itself to rotate 360 degrees. The two primary 
components that were analyzed for this shield were the tilting table and the cart itself. 
Analysis on the tilting table must be done to ensure that main support member will not 
fail and to ensure the shield will not fall over on its own weight. The analysis of the cart 
will be done with FEA since the stress and deflection in the cart is too complex to 
calculate by hand. Multiple members, welded joints, distributed loads, and many 
constraint points make this a perfect model for finite element modeling.
The tilting table is shown below. Bearing joints were modeled along with welding 
joints along the main support member running under the square plate. The circular 
geometry on the top is used to apply a uniform force under the footprint of the shield. 
This geometry is not actually part of the table construction but is needed to correctly 
apply the loading conditions.
Figure 9. CAD Model of the Tilting Table
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The cart structure is responsible for holding the entire weight of the shield while 
being able to move along a dedicated rail system to move the shield in and out of 
position. The holes that are drilled on the side of the cart are for solid steel wheels that 
will be motorized. These holes will serve as the constraint points for the finite element 
modeling.
Figure 10. CAD Model of the Cart
25
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CHAPTERS
RESULTS
5.1 Radiation T ransport Results
The main purpose of this project was to design a neutron shield that would 
maximize the number of primary neutrons that reach the two detectors while minimizing 
the number of secondary neutrons and gammas that are incident on all sides of the shield. 
In order to determine the effectiveness of the shield a simple ratio was created to 
demonstrate the relative effectiveness of the new shield as compared to the old shield.
2 MeV Isotropic 
Point Sources
Detectors
Figure 11. Input Deck Geometry Layout
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In order to determine the flux to within an order of magnitude a hand calculation 
was done to show the effectiveness of the tungsten piece on top of the shield. The 
analytical answer shown in the equations below does not account for scattered neutron 
flux so we expect this value to be lower than the value given by MCNPX. The analytical 
solution gives a flux of I.057E-08 given in particles per centimeter squared per shot 
whereas the MCNPX flux prediction was 2.76E-07 particles per centimeter squared per 
shot. This simple comparison shows that there are 20 times more neutrons that hit the 
detector that are the result of small angle collisions within the tungsten.
^ uncollided  . 2 ^ Eq. 5.1
Attv
(Puncollided =  1 057 • 10" *   r  Eq. 5.2cm
The above calculation only accounts for neutrons that are incident on the top of 
the shield. Unfortunately scattered neutrons from the surrounding environment along 
with secondary neutron also bombard the shield. It is helpful to quantify a ratio that 
shows how much better the new shield is compared to the old one. This ratio can be 
defined as the number of neutrons that passed through the shield for the given angle at 
hand divided by the number of neutrons that passed the new shield design for the same 
angle of incidence. Hence, we would like this ratio to be as high as possible since we are 
trying to eliminate all of the secondary and scattered neutron fluxes incident on the side 
of the shield that make it to the detectors. The table below shows the relative neutron 
fluxes for each angle that was studied.
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Neutrons
Old
Shield
Angle of 
Source
Flux
(N/cm^/N')
New 
Shield
Angle of
Source (N/cm^/N) (N/cm /̂N~) w/B wo/B 
0
W ithB
Flux
Without B 
Flux Ratio Ratio
0 Primary 1.80E-09 Primary 5.50E-09 3.06
0 Sec. 2.30E-07 0 Sec. 2.70E-07 0.85
0 2.32E-07 0 Total 2.76E-07 2.80E-07 0.84 0.83
30 l.lOE-06 30 Total 1.17E-07 6.70E-07 9 2
60 1.64E-06 60 Total 3.81E-08 2.30E-07 43 7
90 2.61E-06 90 Total 5.69E-09 1.20E-08 459 218
Table 2. Comparison of Neutron Fluxes for Different Angles of Incidence
This table shows that the new shield is more effective as the angle of incidence 
approaches 90 degrees while the new shield is approximately equal in effectiveness as the 
old shield at 0 degrees. Figure 12 is a graphical representation of the Table 2 shown 
above. The neutron ratio is higher in the new shield when the boron is present in the 
shielding material; this is due to the large capture cross section of boron.
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Neutron Ratio of New Shield vs. Old Shield
1000
-#—  Ratio w /B
Ratio w o/B100
10040 60
Angle of incidence (Degrees)
20
Figure 12. Ratio of Neutron Fluxes Between the Old and New Shield
Gamma radiation was also a concern for this shield design. Gamma radiation 
produces noise and false positives within the detector assemblies. The goal is to eliminate 
as many gamma particles incident on the detectors as possible. If we define the same ratio 
as above but apply it to gamma particles instead of neutrons, we can see how the new 
shield compares with the old shield for shielding electromagnetic radiation. The chart 
shown in Table 3 shows the relative gamma fluxes at the top detector as a function of 
angle of incidence and whether boron was present in the shielding material.
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Gammas
Old Shield
New
Shield
With B Without B
Anale of Flux Ancle of Flux Flux Ratio Ratio
Source (a/cm2/a) Source (a/cm2/a) (a/cm2/a) w/B wo/B
0 2.60E-11 0 1.94E-11 1.93E-11 1.340 1.35
30 1.35E-08 30 4.10E-11 8.70E-11 329 155
60 6.23E-08 60 8.00E-10 9.20E-11 78 677
90 2.01 E-07 90 2.00E-09 1.90E-10 101 1058
Table 3. Ratio of Gamma Fluxes Between the Old and New Shield
This chart shows us that at every angle the new shield is more effective than the 
old one. At first it seems as if there is a spike in the ratio at 30 degrees but in fact this is 
actually where the ratio should be. What we are actually seeing is much lower-than- 
expected ratios at 60 and 90 degrees. We would actually expect to see the ratio continue 
to rise due to the fact that there is more heavy Z material that the gammas must pass 
through as the angle approaches 90 degrees. For this reason, simulations were run 
without boron as a shielding material. The boron was replaced with polyethylene as a 
neutron scattering material. The shield without boron shows improvement in gamma 
shielding as the angle of incidence approaches 90 degrees, which is expected. Figure 13 
is a graphical representation of these results.
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Gamma Ratio of New Shield vs. Old Shield
10000
1000
100
— Ratio w/B
Ratio w o/B
100
Angle of Incidence (Degrees)
Figure 13. Ratio of Gamma Fluxes Between the Two Shields
The deviance from the expected ratio and actual ratio is accounted for by the large 
production of gamma rays that are produced from neutron capture in the boron. The cross 
section for photon production from neutron capture is shown below for "B shown in 
black and *°B shown in blue. We see that these cross sections are extremely high over a 
very large energy range.
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Figure 14. Photon Production Cross Section from Neutron Capture for (top) and
11 B (bottom)
The types of reactions that boron experiences with neutrons is shown below.
10
5
'iB + In  iLi + a  
‘5 ' B  +  ' 5 6 *  ' I c
Eq. 5.3 
Eq. 5.4 
Eq. 5.5
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The has a cross section of approximately 1000 bams at 1 eV. This reaction will cause 
the ^̂ B to capture the neutron and release a gamma ray with a maximum energy of 11.45 
MeV or an alpha particle. Even though the probability of the alpha particle being emitted 
is approximately 1000 times greater than that of a gamma, the gamma ray is of more 
concern since the alpha particle will be stopped within a very small distance. It should be 
noted that if the neutron energies were higher than the 2.45 MeV that we are currently 
looking at, the photon production from the "B would start to dominate. This would be of 
great concern since there are 4 atoms of *'b  to every 1 atom of '*̂ B.
5.2 Finite Element Results
Two programs were used to determine the stress and maximum deflection in each 
of the pieces described above. COSMOS Express was used to simulate the cart while 
Pro-Mechanica was used to simulate the tilting table. The choice of FEA packages comes 
from the fact that COSMOS Express, while easy to use, does not have the constraint 
flexibility that the Pro-Mechanica package has. This is crucial for the tilting table because 
the constraint points are fixed in space but can rotate along the major axis of the table. If 
the table were analyzed with COSMOS Express, the constraints would be applied in all 6 
degrees of freedom which would produce incorrect results.
The finite element analysis of the cart assembly will be done in COSMOS 
Express. The cart has 8 identical holes in its frame which are for the wheels of the cart, 
where the axles will be placed. These locations will serve as the constraint points in the 
analysis. These locations are shown on the next page.
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Figure 15. Constraint Locations for Cart Assembly
Since the total weight of the device must not exceed 20,000 lbs due to elevator 
restrictions, 20,000 lbs. will be used as the final weight of the assembly. There are four 
major contact points that the shield will rest on. These four points are actually ball 
bearing sliders and will serve as the location of where the force is applied in the model. 
The load is evenly distributed between these four points; therefore 5,000 lbs will be 
applied to each of these four points, shown on the next page.
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m
Figure 16. Load Locations for Cart Assembly
The material for the study is mild steel with yield strength of 32,000 psi. The stress 
distribution in the cart assembly can be seen in the below.
%
von Msec (psi)
11)528+004 
H .9 £ 4 9 e + 0 0 3  
0 .8.7738*003 
.7.8978+003 
;::-v.7D21e+003 
6.1458+003 
8 .5 .2 ^ 8 + 0 0 3  
43938+003 
^ .3 .5 1 7 8 + 0 0 3  
.2.6418+003 
K  1.7658+003 
=  8.8908+002 
Kl3328+001 
“ ^YieW strenÿh; 3.20)8+004
Figure 17. Stress Distribution of Cart Assembly
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The stress distribution shows that the maximum stress in the model is approximately 
10,000 psi, giving a safety factor of 3. The maximum stress occurs at the points where the 
model was constrained because these points produce stress concentrations. Generally 
auto-meshing programs such as COSMOS Express tend to overestimate the stress in 
these regions due to bad mesh quality around these areas.
The deflection of the assembly is not as important as the stress in the model. The 
deflection can not exceed a large value of up to an inch, but a few tenths of an inch is 
expected with so mush weight on the top. The deflection of the cart with 20,000 lbs can 
be seen on the picture below. The maximum deflection occurs in the middle of the 
assembly which is expected. The maximum deflection is shown to be 0.020” which is 
well within tolerance for this type of device.
URES(h)
^ 2.3486-002
?^ .2 .1 5 2 e -0 0 2
.15576-002
.1.7616-002
.15656-002
.15706-002
.1.1746-002
.9.7836-003
.75276-003
.55706-003
1^3 5 1 3 6 -0 0 3  &  15576-003 1 3 5 3 7 6 -0 3 2
Figure 18. Deflection Distribution of Cart Assembly
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The analysis for the tilting table was done with Pro-Mechanica, which is a finite 
element package built into Pro-Engineer. This program was used over COSMOS Express 
because the pillow bearing constraints on this table require that the 3 degrees of freedom 
in translation remain fixed while on degree of freedom in rotation, along the axis of the 
cylinder, is free. COSMOS Express does not have the ability to define constraints in this 
fashion.
This table will sit on top of the cart assembly that was described earlier. The 
constraint locations and load placements can be seen below.
Figure 19. Constraint and Load Locations for Tilting Table
The 20,000 pound load was applied to the entire circular surface since this is how the 
shield will be in contact with the cart assembly. The constraints are shown at the base of 
the pillow block assemblies. The contact definitions had to be changed at the location 
where the circular shaft makes contact with the bearing surface. This contact definition 
was changed to allow small movement in the bearing contact areas.
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The stress distribution in the tilting table is shown below. We see that the 
maximum stress occurs at a stress concentration on the bottom of the bearing/rod 
interface. The magnitudes of the stresses at these locations are approximately 14,000 psi. 
Mild steel has a yield strength of 29,000 to 34,000 psi, which would give a safety factor 
of ~ 2. Therefore the magnitude of the stress in this design is within the design limits for 
this device.
Gb gdc -gew irMrt gxmat #idow
Opcfw^ model (ertenJts... 
Openng*'AiubMlOOSAnak>*s1tXr...
The model f a  (he m u ls  has been opened 
•nbaiangdatBtotms
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Figure 20. Stress Distribution in Tilting Table
The deflection of the tilting table is more important than the cart assembly because 
deflection in the tilting table causes higher stresses in the bearings when the table is 
moving. The maximum allowable deflection for the table was set to be 0.050” at any 
location. The results show that the maximum deflection occurs at center of the table
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which is consistent with common knowledge. The magnitude of the maximum deflection 
is shown to be 0.0005” at the outer extremities of the table, shown below.
Ste 6 »  gmx ÎBsert Infco pimA yOHes gW ow
^  □ «I. ^ 0  ^
tq u in g  im A  ««ndow'Vmdow?* {2«f 3 .. 
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pdamgttwtivpbji...
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Max Disp + 5 .7 9 3 4 E -0 5
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Figure 21. Displacement Distribution in Tilting Table
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS
The design and analysis was completed for a neutron shield for Sandia’s ZR 
Machine. It was shown that the current design was significantly better than the current 
shielding configuration found at the machine. The reduction in gamma rays incident on 
the detectors was dropped by orders of magnitude; the secondary neutron radiation 
incident on the detectors was also reduced by factors up to 500 while allowing the same 
amount of primary neutrons to get it. The design has been approved from Bechtel Nevada 
and Sandia National Lab; construction has hegun on the shield and is expected to be 
completed in late 2006.
Further studies should include a more accurate representation of the neutron and 
gamma flux that is incident on the shield. The effects from the walls and floors of the 
building should be studied as it changes the spectrum, and therefore the efficiency, of the 
shield. Investigations into the reaction mechanisms in the plastic scintillator can also be 
further studied. This combination of further work would provide a more complete model 
for the system at hand.
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APPENDIX I
SAMPLE INPUT DECK
Bechtel/SNL Z Pinch Machine Simulation 
c Origin 0,0,0 is located at the center 
c and top of the tungsten plate, 
c
c Cell Cards 
c
c Air Cell
1 1 -0.001165 -100 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 #7 #8
#9
c
c  T u n g s t e n  D i s k
2 4 -19.3 -1
c
c  A i r  H o l e
3 1 -0.001165 -2
c
c Layer #1 Steel
4 9 -7.944 -3 2
c
c Lead Layer
5 13 -11.3 -4 3
c
c Layer #2 Steel
6 9 -7.944 -5 4
c
c  N U E X
7 14 -4.33 -6 5
c
c Lead Outside Layer
8 13 -11.3 -7 6
c
c Layer #3 Steel
9 9 -7.944 -8 7
c
c  O u t s i d e  E n v i r o n m e n t  
999 0 100
c
c  T u n g s t e n  D i s k  
1 RCC 0 0 0 0 0 -16.51 40.0
c
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c Air Hole Inside Shield
2 RCC 0 0 -16.51 0 0 -160.00 3.81 
c
c Layer #1 Steel Outside
3 RCC 0 0 -16.51 0 0 -160.00 5.08
c
c Lead
4 RCC 0 0 -16.51 0 0 -160.00 10.16 
c
c Layer #2 Steel
5 RCC 0 0 -16.51 0 0 -160.00 11.43
c
C  N U E X
6 RCC 0 0 -16.51 0 0 -160.00 36.19 
c
c Lead Outside Layer
7 RCC 0 0 -16.51 0 0 -160.00 38.73 
c
c Layer #3 Steel
8 RCC 0 0 -16.51 0 0 -160.00 40.0 
c
c  A i r  V o l u m e
100 RPP -50 161 -50 101 -180 21 
c
mode n h e p
imp:n,h,e,p 1 8r 0
sdef erg=2.00 par=l pos 160 0 -30.48
nps le4
c
c Air
ml 7014 -.7785 8016 -.2212 1001 -.0003 
C
c Uranium (238) (Density = 19.8 g/cm^3) 
c m2 94239 -1.00 
c
c Beryllium (Density = 1.848 g/cm^3) 
c m3 4009.24c -1.00 
c
c Tungsten (Density = 19.3 g/cm^3) 
m4 74000 -1.00 
c
c Graphite (Density = 1.5 g/cm^3) 
c m5 6012 -1.00 
c
c Copper (Density = 8.96 g/cm^3) 
c m6 29000 -1.00 
c
c Scintillator Material (Density = 1.032 g/cm^3) 
c m7 1001 -0.084 6012 -0.916 
c
c Light Pipe Material (Density = 1.19 g/cm^3) 
c m8 1001 -0.08 6012 -0.60 8016 -0.32 
c
c Stainless Steel 
c Density = 7.944
m9 6012 0.000315129 6013 0.00000350500 14028 0.00170334
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15031.24c 0.0000695027 16032 0.0000447591 24000 .017481 
25055 0.00174157 26054.24c 0.0581184 28000 0.00815145 
c Concrete (taken from Van Riper report (Nov 30, 1999)) 
c Density = 2.34
c mlO 1001 -0.0035794415 1002.24c -0.0000005584
c 8016 -0.4947570900 8017 -0.0001934211 11023 -0.00938
c 12000 -0.00567 13027.24c -0.03356 14028.24c -0.33525
c 15031.24c -0.00028 16000 -0.00175 19000 -0.01154
c 20000.24c -0.08606 22000 -0.0014 25055 -0.00021
c 26054.24c -0.01641948
c
c Plutonium (Density = 19.86 g/cm^3) 
c mil 94239 -1.00 
c
c Glass (Density = 2.6 g/cm"'3) 
c ml2 14028 -1.00 
c
c Lead (Density = 11.3 g/cm^3) 
ml3 82207 -1.00 
c
c NUEX Mix (Density = 4.33 g/cm^3)
ml4 26056 -0.35 1001 -0.0214 5011 -0.375 6012 -0.2536
c
c
phys:e 
phys:h 
phys:n
phys:p j j j 1 
fll5:p 0 0 -30.48 0 
ell5 .002 49i 
fl25:p 4.44 0 
el25 .002 49i 
fl35:p 7.62 0 
el35 .002 49i 
fl45:p 10.8 0 
el45 .002 49i 
fl55:p 23.81 0 
el55 .002 49i 
fl65:p 37.46 0 
el65 .002 49i 
fl75:p 39.36 0 
el75 .002 49i 
fl85:p 42 0 -: 
el85 . 0 0 2  49i 
f214:e 3 
e214 .002 49i 
f224:e 4 
e224 .002 49i 
f234:e 5 
e234 .002 49i 
£244 :e 6 
e244 .002 49i 
£254:e 7 
e254 .002 49i 
£264:e 8 
e264 .002 49i 
£274:e 9
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.02 49i .2 49i 2 49i 20
-30. 48 0
. 02 49i .2 49i 2 49i 20
-30. 48 0
.02 49i .2 49i 2 49i 20
-30. 48 0
.02 49i .2 49i 2 49i 20
-30 .48 0
.02 49i .2 49i 2 49i 20
-30 .48 0
.02 49i .2 49i 2 49i 20
-30 .48 0
.02 49i .2 49i 2 49i 20
0.481 0
.02 49i .2 49i 2 49i 20
.02 49i .2 49i 2 49i 20
. 02 49i .2 49i 2 49i 20
.02 49i .2 49i 2 49i 20
.02 49i .2 49i 2 49i 20
.02 49i .2 49i 2 49i 20
.02 49i .2 49i 2 49i 20
e274 .002 49i .02 49i .2 49i 2 491 20 
c
prdmp j le9 j j le9 
c
tmesh
rmeshlll:n flux 
coralll -10 lOOi 50 
corblll -1 1 
corclll -60 lOOi 0 
rmesh211:p flux 
cora211 -1 1 
corb211 -60 lOOi 60 
corc211 -90 lOOi 30 
rmesh311:e flux 
cora311 -1 1 
corb311 -60 lOOi 60 
corc311 -90 lOOi 30 
endmd
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APPENDIX II
SAMPLE OUTPUT DECK
Imcnpx version 2.5f ld=Mon Feb 21 08:00:00 MST 2 005 
01/18/06 14:02:12
*********************************************************************** 
**************** probid = 01/18/06 14:02:12
n=zr3shi4
*****************************************************
* *
* Copyright Notice for MCNPX *
* *
* This program was prepared by the Regents of the *
* University of California at Los Alamos National *
* Laboratory (the University) under contract number *
* W-7405-ENG-36 with the U.S. Department of Energy *
* (DOE). The University has certain rights in the *
* program pursuant to the contract and the program *
* should not be copied or distributed outside your *
* organization. All rights in the program are *
* reserved by the DOE and the University. Neither *
* the U.S. Government nor the University makes any *
* warranty, express or implied, or assumes any *
* liability or responsibility for the use of this *
* software. *
* *
*****************************************************
1- Bechtel/SNL Z Pinch Machine Simulation
2- c Origin 0,0,0 is located at the center
3- c and top of the #2 tungsten plate.
4- c
5- c Cell Cards
6- c
7- c Air Cell
8- 1 1 -0.001165 -100 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6
9- #9 #10 #29 #30 #31
10- c
11- c Tungsten Disk 2
12- 2 4 -19.3 -1
13- c
14- c Air Hole 2
15- 3 1 -0.001165 -2
#8
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16- c
17- c Layer #1 Steel 2
18- 4 9 -7.944 -3 2
19- c
20- c Lead Layer 2
21- 5 13 -11.3 -4 3
22- c
23- c Layer #2 Steel 2
24- 6 9 -7.944 -5 4
25- c
26- c NUEX 2
27- 7 14 -4.33 -6 5
28- c
29- c Lead Outside Layer 2
30- 8 13 -11.3 -7 6
31- c
32- c Layer #3 Steel 2
33- 9 9 -7.944 -8 7
34- c
35- c End Layer Lead 2
36- 10 13 -11.3 -9
37- c
38- c
39- c Collimator
40- c
41- 29 13 -11.3 -11 10
42- 30 14 -4.33 -12 11
43- 31 13 -11.3 -13 12
44- c
45- c Outside Environment
46- 999 0 100
47- c
48-
49- c Tungsten Disk 2
50- 1 RCC 0 0 0 0 0 - 16.51 401.0
51- c
52- c Air Hole Inside; Shield 2
53- 2 RCC 0 0 -16.51 0 0 -47 3.81
54- c
55- c Layer #1 Steel Outside 2
56- 3 RCC 0 0,-16.51 0 0 -47 5.08
57- c
58- c Lead 2
59- 4 RCC 0 0 -16.51 0 0 -47 10.16
60- c
61- c Layer #2 Steel 2
62- 5 RCC 0 0 -16.51 0 0 -47 11.43
63- c
64- c NUEX 2
65- 6 RCC 0 0 -16.51 0 0 -47 36.19
66- c
67- c Lead Outside Layer 2
68- 7 RCC 0 0 -16.51 0 0 -47 38.73
69- c
70- c Layer #3 Steel 2
71- 8 RCC 0 0 -16.51 0 0 -47 40.0
72- c
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73-
74-
75-
76-
77-
78-
79-
80- 
81- 
82-
83-
84-
85-
86-
87-
88-
89-
90-
91-
92-
93-
94-
95-
96-
97-
98-
99- 
1 0 0 -  
1 0 1 -  
1 0 2 -
103-
104-
105-
106-
107-
108-
109-
110 -  
111- 
1 1 2 -
113-
114-
115-
116-
117-
.017481
118- 
0.00815145
119-
1 2 0 -  
1 2 1 -  
1 2 2 -
0.00938
123- 
0.33525
124-
125-
c End Layer Lead 2
9 RCC 0 0 -63.51 0 0 -2.54 40.0 
c
10 RCC 0 0 1400 0 0 61 9.11
11 RCC 0 0 1400 0 0 61 14.19
12 RCC 0 0 1400 0 0 61 44.67
13 RCC 0 0 1400 0 0 61 47.21
c
c Air Volume
100 RPP -201 201 -201 201 -70 161 
c
mode n h p
imp:n,h,p 1 12r 0
sdef erg=2.45 par=n pos=200 0 -40
nps 2e9
c
c Air
ml 7014 -.7785 8016 -.2212 1001 -.0003 
C
c Uranium (238) (Density = 19.8 g/cm^3) 
c m2 94239 -1.00 
c
c Beryllium (Density = 1.848 g/cm^3) 
c m3 4009.24c -1.00 
c
c Tungsten (Density = 19.3 g/cm^3) 
m4 74000 -1.00 
c
c Graphite (Density = 1.5 g/cm^3) 
c m5 6012 -1.00 
c
c Copper (Density = 8.96 g/cm^3) 
c m6 29000 -1.00 
c
c Scintillator Material (Density = 1.032 g/cm^3) 
c m7 1001 -0.084 6012 -0.916 
c
c Light Pipe Material (Density = 1.19 g/cm^3) 
c m8 1001 - 0 . 0 8  6012 -0.60 8016 -0.32 
c
c Stainless Steel 
c Density = 7.944
m9 6012 0.000315129 6013 0.00000350500 14028 0.00170334 
15031.24c 0.0000695027 16032 0.0000447591 24000
25055 0.00174157 26054.24c 0.0581184 28000
c Concrete (taken from Van Riper report (Nov 30, 1999)) 
c Density = 2.34
c mlO 1001 -0.0035794415 1002.24c -0.0000005584
c 8016 -0.4947570900 8017 -0.0001934211 11023 -
c 12000 -0.00567 1 3 0 2 7 . 2 4 c  -0.03356 14028.24c -
c 15031.24c -0.00028 16000 -0.00175 19000 -0.01154
c 20000.24c -0.08606 22000 -0.0014 25055 -0.00021
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126-
127-
128-
129-
130-
131-
132-
133-
134-
135-
136-
137-
138-
139-
140-
141-
142-
143-
144-
145- 
warning.
146-
147-
148-
149-
150-
151-
152-
153-
154-
155-
156-
157-
158-
159-
160- 
la 0 0
161-
162-
26054.24c -0.01641948
c Plutonium (Density = 19.86 g/cm^3) 
c mil 94239 -1.00 
c
c Glass (Density = 2.6 g/cm^3) 
c ml2 14028 -1.00 
c
c Lead (Density = 11.3 g/cm^3) 
ml3 82207 -1.00 
c
c NUEX Mix (Density = 4.33 g/cm^3)
ml4 26056 -0.35 1001 -0.0214 5011 -0.375 6012 -0.2536
c
c
c phys:e 
phys:h 
phys:n
phys:p j j j 1 
cut:n j le-3
neutron energy cutoff >0 in this neutron-photon problem, 
c
prdmp j 2e9 j j 2e9 
c
fl5:n 0 0 -40 0
el5 0.0245 9i 0.245 99i 2.45
f25:n 0 0 -40 0
t25 1 lOOi 100
fq25 t f
tmesh
rmeshllin flux 
corail -200 lOOi 200 
corbll -2 00 200 
corcll -70 lOOi 160 
endmd
c mplot freq 500000 plot ex 400 py 0 la 0 1 talll color on 
c origin 0 0 -40
surface
deleted.
1.1 and surface 8.1 are the same. 8.1 will be
surface
deleted.
1.1 and surface 9.1 are the same. 9.1 will be
surface
deleted.
1.2 and surface 2.3 are the same. 2.3 will be
surface
deleted.
1.2 and surface 3.3 are the same. 3.3 will be
surface
deleted.
1.2 and surface 4.3 are the same. 4.3 will be
surface
deleted.
1.2 and surface 5.3 are the same. 5.3 will be
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surface
deleted.
surface
deleted.
surface
deleted.
surface
deleted.
surface
deleted.
surface
deleted.
surface
deleted.
surface
deleted.
surface
deleted.
surface
deleted.
surface
deleted.
surface
deleted.
surface
deleted.
surface
deleted.
surface
deleted.
surface
deleted.
warning.
warning.
warning.
warning.
5011.
1.2 and surface
1.2 and surface
1.2 and surface
2.2 and surface
2 . 2 and surface
2.2 and surface
2.2 and surface
2.2 and surface
2.2 and surface
2.2 and surface
6.3 are the same.
7.3 are the same.
I.3 are the same.
3.2 are the same.
4.2 are the same.
5.2 are the same.
6.2 are the same.
7.2 are the same.
1.2 are the same.
9.3 are the same.
10.2 and surface 11.2 are the same.
6.3 will be
7.3 will be
8.3 will be
3.2 will be
4.2 will be
5.2 will be
6.2 will be
7.2 will be
I.2 will be
9.3 will be
11.2 will be
10.2 and surface 12.2 are the same. 12.2 will be
10.2 and surface 13.2 are the same. 13.2 will be
10.3 and surface 11.3 are the same. 11.3 will be
10.3 and surface 12.3 are the same. 12.3 will be
10.3 and surface 13.3 are the same. 13.3 will be
22 surfaces were deleted for being the same as others, 
last time bin of tally 25 is less than time cutoff, 
there are only neutron tallies in this problem, 
use models for the following missing data tables;
h
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6013. h
16032. h
24000. h
25055. h
28000. h
74000. h
1001. u
5011. u
6013 . u
7014. u
15031. u
16032. u
24000. u
25055. u
26054. u
28000. u
74000. 
warning.
u
1 materials had unnormalized fractions, print table 40.
I L A H E T  p h y s i c s  o p t i o n s :  
p r i n t  t a b l e  41
lea
icem
lea
0
ielas ipreq iexisa ichoic jcoul nexite
2 1 1 23
npidk noact 
0 1
Icb flenb(i),i=l,6
ctofe flimO
Icb 3.4900E+03 3.4900E+03 2.4900E+03 2.4900E+03 8.0000E+02
8.0000E+02 -l.OOOOE+00 -l.OOOOE+00
lea ipht icc nobalc nobale
lea 1 4  1 0
ifbrk ilvden 
1 0
ievap nofis 
0 1
leb yzere bzere yzero bzero
leb 1.5000E+00 8.0000E+00 1.5000E+00 l.OOOOE+01
warning. cross-section file gdr.dat does not exist. 
Icells
print table 60
atom gram
neutron photon proton photon wt
cell mat density density volume 
pieces importance importance importance generation
mass
1 1 1  4.89147E-05 1.16500E-03 O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00
l.OOOOE+00 l.OOOOE+00 l.OOOOE+00 -l.OOOE+00
2 2 4 6.32177E-02 1.93000E+01 8.29883E+04 1.60167E+06
l.OOOOE+00 l.OOOOE+00 l.OOOOE+00 -l.OOOE+00
3 3 1 4.89147E-05 1.16500E-03 2.14337E+03 2.49703E+00
l.OOOOE+00 l.OOOOE+00 l.OOOOE+00 -l.OOOE+00
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4 4 9
1 l.OOOOE+00 1.1
5 5 13
1 1.OOOOE+00 1.
6 6 9
1 1.OOOOE+00 1.
7 7 14
1 l.OOOOE+00 1.
8 8 13
1 1.OOOOE+00 1.
9 9 9
1 l.OOOOE+00 1.
10 10 13
1 l.OOOOE+00 1.
11 29 13
1 1.OOOOE+00 1.
12 30 14
1 1.OOOOE+00 1.
13 31 13
1 l.OOOOE+00 1.
14 999 0
0 O.OOOOE+00 0.
8.97093E-02 7.94400E+00 
)00E+00 l.OOOOE+00 -1.
3.28778E-02 1.13000E+01 
)00E+00 l.OOOOE+00 -1.
8.97093E-02 7.94400E+00 
DOOE+00 l.OOOOE+00 -1.
2.15609E-01 4.33000E+00 
300E+00 l.OOOOE+00 -1.
3.28778E-02 1.13000E+01 
300E+00 l.OOOOE+00 -1.
8.97093E-02 7.94400E+00 
300E+00 l.OOOOE+00 -1.
3.28778E-02 1.13000E+01 
DOOE+00 l.OOOOE+00 -1.
3.28778E-02 1.13000E+01 
300E+00 l.OOOOE+00 -1.
2.15609E-01 4.33000E+00 
DOOE+00 l.OOOOE+00 -1.
3.28778E-02 1.13000E+01 
DOOE+00 l.OOOOE+00 -1.
O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00 
DOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 -1.
1. 66707E+03 
OOOE+00 
1.14313E+04 
OOOE+00 
4.04859E+03 
OOOE+00 
1.74096E+05 
OOOE+00 
2.80982E+04 
OOOE+00 
1.47636E+04 
OOOE+00 
1.27674E+04 
OOOE+00 
2.26829E+04 
OOOE+00 
3.43807E+05 
OOOE+00 
4.47234E+04 
OOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
OOOE+00
1.32432E+04 
1.29174E+05 
3 .21620E+04 
7.53834E+05 
3.17510E+05 
1.17282E+05 
1.44272E+05 
2.56317E+05 
1.48869E+06 
5.05374E+05 
O.OOOOOE+00
total 7.43217E+05 5.35953E+06
random number control 0.830205350379520E+14
minimum source weight 
l.OOOOE+00
l.OOOOE+00 maximum source weight
7 warning messages so far. 
Icross-section tables 
print table 100
table length
tables from file endf602
no particle 
1001.60c 
mat 125 
no particle 
5011.60c 
mat 528 
no particle 
7014.60c 
mat 725 
no particle 
8016.60c 
mat 8 2 5
no particle 
16032.60c 
matl625 
no particle 
25055.60c 
mat2525
-production data for ipt= 9 from 1001.60c
1615 1-h-l from endf-vi.l
11/25/93
-production data for ipt= 9 from 5011.60c
106018 5-b-ll from endf-vi 
11/25/93
-production data for ipt= 9 from 7014.60c
54810 7-n-14 from special lanl endf-6 evaluation
11/25/93
-production data for ipt= 9 from 8016.60c
54927 8-0-16 from endf/b-vi
11/25/93
-production data for ipt= 9 from 16032.60c
5157 16-S-32 from endf/b-vi
11/25/93
-production data for ipt= 9 from 25055.60c
181037 25-mn-55 from endf/b-vi
11/25/93
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no particle-production data for ipt= 9 from 26056.60c 
2 6 0 5 6 . 6 0 c  172520 endf/b-vi.1 fe56a
mat2631 11/25/93
no particle-production data for ipt= 9 from 82207.60c 
82207.60c 101544 endf/b-vi.1 pb207a
mat8234 11/27/93
tables from file rmccs2
no particle- 
6012.50c 
( 1306)
no particle- 
24000.50c 
{ 1324)
no particle- 
28000.50c 
( 1328)
no particle- 
74000.55c 
{ 7400)
production data for ipt= 9 from 6012.50c
20904 njoy 
79/07/31.
production data for ipt= 9 from 24000.50c
127450 njoy 
79/06/21.
production data for ipt= 9 from 28000.50c
113594 njoy 
79/06/21.
production data for ipt= 9 from 74000.55c
39607 njoy 
09/13/82
tables from file endl852
no particle-production data for ipt= 9 from 6013.35c
6013.35c 3694 za= 6013 endl-85 85/04/24 t=Ok
( 14) 86/01/31
temperature = O.OOOOE+00 adjusted to 2.5300E-08
tables from file Ial50n2
particle-production data 
particle-production data 
particle-production data 
particle-production data 
14028.24c 195708 n -t-
matl425 03/23/00
particle-production data 
particle-production data 
particle-production data 
15031.24c 44879 n +
matl525 03/16/00
particle-production data 
particle-production data 
particle-production data 
particle-production data 
26054.24c 250417 n +
for ipt= 9 being used from 14028.24c 
for ipt= 31 being expunged from 14028.24c 
for ipt= 32 being expunged from 14028.24c 
for ipt= 34 being expunged from 14028.24c
14-si-28 lanl apt lal50 njoy 99
for ipt= 9 being used from 15031.24c 
for ipt= 31 being expunged from 15031.24c 
for ipt= 34 being expunged from 15031.24c
15-p-31 endf/b-vi.6 apt lal50 njoy 99
for ipt= 9 being used from 26054.24c 
for ipt= 31 being expunged from 26054.24c 
for ipt= 32 being expunged from 26054.24c 
for ipt= 34 being expunged from 26054.24c
26-fe-54 endf/b-vi.6 apt lal50 njoy 99
mat2625 03/15/00
tables from file mcplib022
1000.02p
01/15/93 
5000.02p 
01/15/93
6000.02p
01/15/93
623
623
623
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7000.02p 623
01/15/93
8000.02p 623
01/15/93
14000.02p 643
01/15/93
15000.02p 643
01/15/93
16000.02p 643
01/15/93
24000.02p 651
01/15/93
25000.02p 651
01/15/93
26000.02p 651
01/15/93
28000.02p 663
01/15/93
74000.02p 755
01/15/93
82000.02p 755
01/15/93
tables from file Ial50h2
1001.24h 15895 1-h-l apt lal50 njoy 99.20 mcnpx
mat 125 09/27/00
6012.24h 51762 6-C-12 apt lal50 njoy 99.20 mcnpx
mat 62 5 09/27/00
7014.24h 71369 7-n-14 apt lal50 njoy 99.20 mcnpx
mat 725 09/27/00
8016.24h 54535 8-0-16 apt lal50 njoy 99.20 mcnpx
mat 825 09/27/00
14028.24h 71809 14-si-28 apt lal50 njoy 99.20 mcnpx
matl425 09/27/00
15031.24h 85621 15-p-31 apt lal50 njoy 99.20 mcnpx
matl525 09/27/00
26054.24h 76355 26-fe-54 apt lal50 njoy 99.20 mcnpx
mat2625 09/27/00
26056.24h 82212 26-fe-56 apt lal50 njoy 99.20 mcnpx
mat2631 09/27/00
82207.24h 90779 82-pb-207 apt lal50 njoy 99.20 mcnpx
mat8234 09/27/00
tables from file Ial50u2
6012.24u 50395 LA150 Photonuclear Data Library C-12
mat 62 5 07/26/00
8016.24u 72930 LA150 Photonuclear Data Library 0-16
mat 825 07/26/00
14028.24u 70693 LA150 Photonuclear Data Library Si-28
matl425 07/26/00
26056.24u 64043 LA150 Photonuclear Data Library Fe-56
mat2631 07/26/00
82207.24u 78259 LA150 Photonuclear Data Library Pb-207
mat8234 07/26/00
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total 2419708
neutron cross sections outside the range from l.OOOOE-03 to l.OOOOE+37 
mev are expunged.
warning. 1 cross sections modified by free gas thermal treatment,
maximum photon energy set to 100.0 mev (maximum electron energy)
tables from file el2
1000.Ole 478
11/16/88
5000.01e 478
11/16/88
6000.Ole 478
11/16/88
7000.Ole 478
11/16/88
8000.01e 478
11/16/88
14000.01e 478
11/16/88
15000.01e 478
11/16/88
16000.01e 478
11/16/88
24000.01e 478
11/16/88
25000.01e 478
11/16/88
26000.01e 478
11/16/88
28000.01e 478
11/16/88
74000.01e 478
11/16/88
82000.01e 478
11/16/88
Iparticles and energy limits 
print table 101
particle maximum smallest
largest always always
cutoff particle table
table use table use model
particle type energy energy maximum
maximum below above
1 n neutron l.OOOOE-03 l.OOOOE+37 2.0000E+01
1.5000E+02 2.0000E+01 1.5000E+02
2 p photon l.OOOOE-03 l.OOOOE+02 l.OOOOE+05
l.OOOOE+05 l.OOOOE+37 l.OOOOE+37
photonuclear l.OOOOE+00 l.OOOOE+02 1.5000E+02
1.5000E+02 O.OOOOE+00 1.5000E+02
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3 e electron l.OOOOE-03 l.OOOOE+02 l.OOOOE+02
l.OOOOE+02 l.OOOOE+37 l.OOOOE+37
9 h proton l.OOOOE+00 l.OOOOE+02 1.5000E+02
1.5000E+02 O.OOOOE+00 1.5000E+02
The following nuclides use physics models rather than data tables:
1001. u
5011. u
6013 . u
7014. u
15031. u
16032 . u
24000. u
25055 . u
26054. u
28000. u
74000. u
5011. h
6013 . h
16032 . h
24000. h
25055 . h
28000. h
74000. h
Idecimal words of dynamically allocated storage
general 0
tallies 9166
bank 71041
cross sections 2419709
total 0 = 0 bytes
***********************************************************************
************************************************
dump no. 1 on file zr3shi4r nps = 0 coll =
0 ctm = 0.00 nrn = 0
8 warning messages so far.
master starting 139 by 1 subtasks 01/18/06 14:02:14
warning, detector roulette data updated every2000000000 particles, 
rendezvous at nps = 2000000000 # of microtasks = 139 01/18/06
14:02:57
warning. no photon-production mt found in acegam. zaid = 7014.60c
nps = 98353589 nrn = 71253670 erg = 2.4500E+00
warning. no photon-production mt found in acegam. zaid = 7014.60c
nps = 187411684 nrn = 2148623 erg = 2.4500E+00
warning. no photon-production mt found in acegam. zaid = 7 014.60c
nps = 210478226 nrn = 53567566 erg = 2.4500E+00
warning. no photon-production mt found in acegam. zaid = 7014.60c
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nps = 230340626 nrn = 736537 erg = 2.4500E+00
warning. no photon-production mt found in acegam. zaid = 7014.60c
nps = 482481154 nrn = 45339777 erg = 2.4500E+00
warning, no photon-production mt found in acegam. zaid = 7014.60c
nps = 490438731 nrn = 7298675 erg = 2.4500E+00
warning. no photon-production mt found in acegam. zaid = 7014.60c
nps = 580828596 nrn = 31331080 erg = 2.4500E+00
warning. no photon-production mt found in acegam. zaid = 7014.60c
nps = 627401418 nrn = 51473930 erg = 2.4500E+00
warning. no photon-production mt found in acegam. zaid = 7014.60c
nps = 648496498 nrn = 5994482 erg = 1.9208E+00
warning. no photon-production mt found in acegam. zaid = 7014.60c
nps = 665108558 nrn = 19132307 erg = 2.4500E+00
warning. no photon-production mt found in acegam. zaid = 7014.60c
nps = 685651290 nrn = 55634746 erg = 2.4500E+00
warning. no photon-production mt found in acegam. zaid = 7014.60c
nps = 784460662 nrn = 44226642 erg = 2.4500E+00
warning. no photon-production mt found in acegam. zaid = 7014.60c
nps = 809307924 nrn = 20999196 erg = 2.4500E+00
warning. no photon-production mt found in acegam. zaid = 7014.60c
nps = 949850527 nrn = 1246236 erg = 2.4500E+00
warning. no photon-production mt found in acegam. zaid = 7014.60c
nps = 977197153 nrn = 77746135 erg = 2.4500E+00
warning. no photon-production mt found in acegam. zaid = 7014.60c
nps =1056464855 nrn = 36178692 erg = 2.4500E+00
warning. no photon-production mt found in acegam. zaid = 7014.60c
nps = 1 0 8 1 3 9 2 9 8 6  nrn = 13364179 erg = 2.4500E+00
warning, no photon-production mt found in acegam. zaid = 7014.60c
nps =1117669325 nrn = 57863986 erg = 2.4500E+00
warning. no photon-production mt found in acegam. zaid = 7014.60c
nps =1133990937 nrn = 69035184 erg = 2.4500E+00
warning. no photon-production mt found in acegam. zaid = 7 014.60c
nps =1172733080 nrn = 42975088 erg = 2.4500E+00
warning. no photon-production mt found in acegam. zaid = 7014.60c
nps =1198361019 nrn = 24374011 erg = 2.4500E+00
warning. no photon-production mt found in acegam. zaid = 7014.60c
nps =1318192648 nrn = 52402799 erg = 2.4500E+00
warning. no photon-production mt found in acegam. zaid = 7014.60c
nps =1376860955 nrn = 58851739 erg = 2.4500E+00
warning. no photon-production mt found in acegam. zaid = 7014.60c
nps =1426087982 nrn = 9682576 erg = 2.4500E+00
warning. no photon-production mt found in acegam. zaid = 7014.60c
nps =1652857382 nrn = 74579210 erg = 2.4500E+00
warning, no photon-production mt found in acegam. zaid = 7014.60c
nps =1684388362 nrn = 5506306 erg = 2.4500E+00
warning. no photon-production mt found in acegam. zaid = 7014.60c
nps =1798874498 nrn = 1844015 erg = 2.4500E+00
warning. no photon-production mt found in acegam. zaid = 7014.60c
nps =1920840130 nrn = 42563792 erg = 2.4500E+00
warning. no photon-production mt found in acegam. zaid = 7014.60c
nps =1968769704 nrn = 70682956 erg = 2.4500E+00
Iproblem summary
run terminated when2000000000 particle histories were done.
+
01/18/06 15:57:44
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Bechtel/SNL 2 Pinch Machine Simulation 
probid = 01/18/06 14:02:12
neutron creation 
neutron loss
(per source particle)
tracks weight energy
tracks weight energy
(per source particle)
source 2000000000 1.OOOOE+00 2.4500E+00 escape
1991602716 9.9500E- 01 2.4270E+00
nucl. interaction 0 0. 0. energy
cutoff 8111405 3.9075E-03 2.1056E-06
particle decay 0 0. 0. time
cutoff 0 0. 0.
weight window 0 0. 0. weight
window 0 0. 0.
cell importance 0 0. 0. cell
importance 0 0. 0.
weight cutoff 0 3.4737E-05 5.6883E-07 weight
cutoff 285946 3.4867E-05 5.6944E-07
energy importance 0 0. 0. energy
importance 0 0. 0.
dxtran 0 0. 0. dxtran
0 0. 0.
forced collisions 0 0. 0. forced
collisions 0 0. 0.
exp. transform 0 0. 0. exp.
transform 0 0. 0.
upscattering 0 0. 2.2750E-15
downscattering 0 0. 2.1508E-02
photonuclear 67 1.6750E-08 1.8924E-08
capture 0 1.0944E-03 1.5157E-03
(n,xn) 0 0. 0. loss
to (n,xn) 0 0. 0.
prompt fission 0 0. 0. loss
to fission 0 0. 0.
delayed fission 0 0. 0. nucl.
interaction 0 0. 0.
particle decay 0 0. 0.
tabular boundary 0 0. 0.
tabular boundary 0 0. 0.
tabular sampling 0 0. 0.
total 2000000067 l.OOOOE+00 2.4500E+00
total 2000000067 1. OOOOE+00 2..4500E+00
number of neutrons banked 67 average
time of (shakes) cutoffs
neutron tracks per source particle l.OOOOE+00 escape
4.6955E+00 tco 1. OOOOE+34
neutron collisions per source particle 1.4849E-01 
1.2012E+01 eco l.OOOOE-03
total neutron collisions 296979623
or escape 4.7035E+00 
net multiplication 
termination 4.7395E+00
wcl -5.0000E-01
l.OOOOE+00 0.0000 
wc2 -2.5000E-01
capture
capture
any
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photon creation tracks weight energy
loss tracks weight energy
(per source particle)
(per source particle)
photon
source 
2675966 1.3549E-03
nucl. interaction 
cutoff 0
particle decay 
cutoff 0
weight window 
window 0
cell importance 
importance 0
weight cutoff 
cutoff 0
energy importance 
importance 0
dxtran 
0 0. 0. 
forced collisions
0
1.
0
0
0.
0
0
0.
0
0
collisions 
exp. transform 
transform 
from neutrons 
compton scatter 
bremsstrahlung 
capture 
p-annihilation 
production 
photonuclear 
photonuclear abs 
electron x-rays 
1st fluorescence 
2nd fluorescence 
( gamma, xgamma ) 
tabular sampling 
total
0
0
0.
0
0 0.
34872592 
0
28620789 
101639896 
1176216 
588108 2.
55 
0
0
34221658 
6012660 
0 
0
104903970
0.
4091E-03 
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
.3589E-06
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
total 104903970
1.7739E
0.
1.4543E 
5.1698E 
5.9575E 
9788E-04
1.3750E 
1.6644E- 
0.
1.7415E
3.0586E
0.
0.
5.3351E 
.3351E-02
0.
02
-02
02
-04
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
1.2363E-02 
5.5853E-03 
5.0462E-04 
6.0722E-03 
3 . 0443E-04
9.5826E-04 
-08 1.7182E-08
08 1.4188E-07
0.
•02 8.2699E-04
■03 3.0645E-05
0.
0.
- 0 2  1 .
escape
energy
time
weight
cell
weight
energy
dxtran
forced
exp.
pair
4029E-02
1.4029E-02
number of photons banked 70094204
time of (shakes) cutoffs
photon tracks per source particle 5.2452E-02
8.9989E+00 tco 1.OOOOE+34
photon collisions per source particle 7.0396E-02
6.9457E+00 eco l.OOOOE-03
total photon collisions 140792866
or escape 6.9981E+00 wcl -5.0000E-01
average
escape
capture
capture
any
termination 6.9591E+00 wc2 -2.5000E-01
proton creation tracks weight energy
loss tracks weight energy
(per source particle)
(per source particle)
proton
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source 0 0. 0. escape
0 0. 0.
nucl. interaction 0 0. 0. energy
cutoff 136387 6 .7767E-05 6.7766E-05
particle decay 0 0. 0. time
cutoff 0 0. 0.
weight window 0 0. 0. weight
window 0 0 0.
cell importance 0 0. 0. cell
importance 0 0. 0.
weight cutoff 0 0. 0. weight
cutoff 0 0 . 0.
energy importance 0 0. 0. energy
importance 0 0 0.
dxtran 0 0. 0. dxtran
0 0. 0.
forced collisions 0 0. 0. forced
collisions 0 0 0.
exp. transform 0 0. 0. exp.
transform 0 0. 0.
tabular sampling 136385 6.7767E-05 1.5828E-04
multiple scatter 0 0. 9.0488E-05
bremsstrahlung 0 0. 0.
photonuclear 0 0. 0. nucl.
interaction 0 0. 0.
elastic recoil 0 0. 0.
elastic scatter 0 0. 2 .3877E-08
particle decay 0 0. 0.
capture 0 0. 0.
(gamma,xgen_chg) 2 2.8848E-14 4.7657E-14
tabular sampling 0 0. 0.
total 136387 6.7767E-05 1.5828E-04
total 136387 6..7767E-05 1..5828E-04
number of particles banked 136387
cutoffs
particle tracks per source particle 6.8194E-05
tco 1.OOOOE+34
particle substeps per source particle 4.0311E-03
eco l.OOOOE+00
total particle substeps 8062288
wcl O.OOOOE+00
wc2 O.OOOOE+00
computer time so far in this run 14963.90 minutes 
number ever in bank 41
computer time in mcrun 14962.99 minutes
overflows to backup file 0
source particles per minute 1.3366E+05
storage 0 words, 0 bytes.
random numbers generated 11841240511
random numbers used was 4710 in history********''
maximum
bank
dynamic
most
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warning. random number period exceeded. decrease stride, 
range of sampled source weights = l.OOOOE+00 to l.OOOOE+00 
neutron-induced photon production mt loop failed 32 times.
estimated system efficiency: net = 94% loss = 6% (locks) + 0%
(comm.) + 0% (misc.)
number of histories processed 
0 14388489 14388489
by each task 
14388490 14388488 14388492 14388488
14388488 14388488 14388488 
14388496 14388480 14388496 14388480 14388496 14388496 14388480
14388496 14388480 14388480 
14388512 14388480 14388480 14388512 14388480 14388480 14388480
14388512 14388480 14388480 
14388512 14388480 14388480 14388480 14388512 14388480 14388480
14388512 14388448 14388544 
14388480 14388480 14388480 14388480 14388480 14388480 14388544
14388480 14388480 14388480 
14388480 14388480 14388480 14388544 14388480 14388480 14388480
14388480 14388480 14388480 
14388544 14388480 14388480 14388480 14388480 14388480 14388480
14388544 14388480 14388480 
14388480 14388480 14388480 14388544 14388480 14388416 14388480
14388608 14388480 14388480 
14388480 14388480 14388480 14388480 14388480 14388480 14388480
14388480 14388480 14388480 
14388480 14388608 14388480 14388480 14388480 14388480 14388480
14388480 14388480 14388480 
14388480 14388480 14388480 14388480 14388480 14388608 14388480
14388480 14388480 14388480 
14388480 14388480 14388480 14388480 14388480 14388480 14388480
14388480 14388480 14388608 
14388480 14388480 14388480 14388480 14388480 14388480 14388480
14388480 14388480 14388480 
14388480 14388480 14388480 14388608 14388480 14388480 14388480
14388480 14388480 14388480
Ineutron activity in each cell
print table 126
tracks population collisions collisions
number flux average average
cell entering * weight
weighted weighted track weight track mfp
(per history
energy energy (relative) (cm)
1 1 2016461322 2000000039 13045709 6.5045E-03
2 .3873E+00 2.4329E+00 9.9873E-01 1.5393E+04
2 2 8048698 7118432 100502308 3 .8684E-02
3.1479E-01 8.2174E-01 8.1800E-01 1.9909E+00
3 3 6539 3356 7 1.9395E-09
7.0425E-02 2.5062E-01 5.8797E-01 5.0445E+03
4 4 13866 4619 18864 5.0385E-06
6.8758E-02 2.4265E-01 5.8842E-01 3.5059E+00
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5 5 25513 10244 64318 1.8765E-05
6.9979E-02 2.6291E-01 6.1018E-01 3.8061E+00
6 6 25567 11584 37648 1 .1139E-05
6.1551E-02 2.6526E-01 6.4446E-01 3 .2714E+00
7 7 15732409 12458977 135563643 6.6361E-02
2 .3795E-01 1.0275E+00 9 .8504E-01 1 .3430E+00
8 8 23517381 15404977 24913672 1.2273E-02
6.8450E-01 1. 6620E+00 9.8667E-01 4.6660E+00
9 9 26827145 18373311 20078509 9.8797E-03
1.0605E+00 1.8887E+00 9.8763E-01 3.4961E+00
10 10 2247538 2014823 2754945 1.3706E-03
9.9345E-01 1.8989E+00 9.9488E-01 4.6062E+00
11 29 0 0 0 O.OOOOE+00
0 .OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 0.OOOOE+00 0.OOOOE+00
12 30 0 0 0 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 0.OOOOE+00 0.OOOOE+00
13 31 0 0 0 O.OOOOE+00
0.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 0.OOOOE+00
total 2092905978 
Iphoton activity in 
print table 126
2055400362 
each cell
296979623 1.3511E-01
tracks population collisions collisions
number
cell
flux
entering
average average
* weight
weighted weighted itrack weight track mfp
(per history
energy energy (relative) (cm)
1 1 2677170 2678701 37506 1.9016E-05
1.0482E+00 1. 0482E+00 1.0142E+00 1.3306E+04
2 2 164590 54251933 103855092 5.3025E-02
1.2112E+00 1.2112E+00 1.0220E+00 7 .4969E-01
3 3 194 166 0 O.OOOOE+00
1.6338E+00 1.6338E+00 1.0247E+00 1.5239E+04
4 4 320 393 774 4.0214E-07
1.4596E+00 1.4596E+00 1. 0327E+00 1.9683E+00
5 5 3175 11319 20414 1.0690E-05
1 .6195E+00 1.6195E+00 1.0505E+00 1.2283E+00
6 6 5446 6081 10459 5.4144E-06
9 .9561E-01 9.9561E-01 1.0371E+00 1.6155E+00
7 7 733689 1798337 7803808 3 .9415E-03
6 .3609E-01 6.3609E-01 1.0108E+00 2.6927E+00
8 8 2110899 11901082 21665979 1.0859E-02
9.0997E-01 9.0997E-01 1.0022E+00 1.0194E+00
9 9 655218 4271156 5337375 2.6713E-03
9 .9589E-01 9.9589E-01 1.0009E+00 1.9117E+00
10 10 127987 1170250 2061459 1.0332E-03
8.0929E-01 8.0929E-01 1.0021E+00 9.0823E-01
11 29 0 0 0 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
12 30 0 0 0 O.OOOOE+00
0 -OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 0.OOOOE+00
13 31 0 0 0 0.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 0.OOOOE+00
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total 6478688 76089418 140792866
Iproton activity in each cell
print table 126
tracks 
number flux
cell entering 
weighted weighted track weight
population substeps 
average average
track mfp
7 .1565E-02
substeps 
* weight 
(per history)
energy energy (relative) (cm)
1 1 57 57 1127 5.6189E-07
1.5268E+00 1.5678E+00 9.9718E-01 2.5760E-01
2 2 1 1 56 2 .8000E-08
1.2869E+00 1.2970E+00 l.OOOOE+00 8.0436E-06
3 3 0 0 0 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 0.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 0.OOOOE+00
4 4 0 1 58 2.8376E-08
1.6416E+00 1.6834E+00 9.7850E-01 3 .1826E-05
5 5 0 0 0 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
6 6 0 2 127 6.2350E-08
1.7544E+00 1.8074E+00 9.8146E-01 3.5940E-05
7 7 0 0 0 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 0.OOOOE+00 0.OOOOE+00 0.OOOOE+00
8 8 30 30 2639 1.3109E-06
1.5373E+00 1.5808E+00 9.9352E-01 1.8737E-05
9 9 0 136384 8058281 4.0049E-03
1 .7166E+00 1.7680E+00 9.9416E-01 3.4640E-05
10 10 0 0 0 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 0.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 0.OOOOE+00
11 29 0 0 0 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 0.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
12 30 0 0 0 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 0.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
13 31 0 0 0 O.OOOOE+00
O.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00 0.OOOOE+00 O.OOOOE+00
total 88 136475 8062288 4.0069E-03
1summary of photons produced in neutron collisions
cell number of weight per energy per
photon mev/gm per weight/neut energy/neut
photons source neut source neut
source neut collision collision
1 1 183 9.15000E-08 1.14041E-06
1.24635E+01 1.14041E-06 1.40671E-05 1.75325E-04
2 2 27117867 1.38544E-02 8.37456E-03
6.04468E-01 5.22863E-09 3 .58145E-01 2.16488E-01
3 3 0 0.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00
4 4 102 5.11575E-08 1.36269E-07
2.66371E+00 1.02897E-11 1.01534E-02 2.70457E-02
5 5 378 1.89000E-07 2.18745E-07
1.15738E+00 1.69341E-12 1.00722E-02 1.16574E-02
avg
energy
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6 6 214 1.07171E-07 2.84462E-07
2.65430E+00 8.84467E-12 9.62136E-03 2 .55379E-02
7 7 910517 4.62586E-04 4.64931E-04
1.00507E+00 6.16755E-10 6.97071E-03 7 .00603E-03
8 8 3311705 1.65585E-03 1.26048E-03
7. 61229E-01 3 . 9 6 9 8 9 E - 0 9 1.34916E-01 1 .02702E-01
9 9 3101467 1.55086E-03 2.09715E-03
1.35224E+00 1.78813E-08 1.56975E-01 2 .12269E-01
10 10 430159 2.15079E-04 1.63774E-04
7 .61460E-01 1.13518E-09 1.56927E-01 1 . 19494E-01
11 29 0 0.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00 0.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00 0 .OOOOOE+00
12 30 0 O.OOOOOE+00 0.OOOOOE+00
0.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00 0 . OOOOOE+00
13 31 0 O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00
0.OOOOOE+00 0.OOOOOE+00 0.OOOOOE+00 0 .OOOOOE+00
14 999 0 O.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00
0.OOOOOE+00 0.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00 0 .OOOOOE+00
total
6.96911E-01
34872592 1.77392E-02 1.23627E-02
energy
weight
number of 
cum weight
number cum number
interval
frequency
photons
distribution
frequency distribution
20.000 
0. OOOOOE+00
0
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00 0. OOOOOE+00
15.000
O.OOOOOE+00
0
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00 0. OOOOOE+00
10.000 
2 .92867E-05
1039
2.92867E-05
2.97942E-05 2 .97942E-05
9.000
1.20879E-04
4262 
1.50165E-04
1.22216E-04 1. 52010E-04
8.000 
2 .05460E-04
7244
3.55625E-04
2.07728E-04 3 .59738E-04
7.000 
6 .31243E-04
19158
9 . 8 6 8 6 8 E - 0 4
5.49371E-04 9. 09109E-04
6.000
6.59009E-04
22492
1.64588E-03
6.44976E-04 1. 55409E-03
5.000
2.11074E-03
74191
3.75662E-03
2.12749E-03 3 .68157E-03
4.000
5.40929E-03
190618
9.16591E-03
5.46613E-03 9. 14770E-03
3 . 000 
1.19700E-02
422346
2.11360E-02
1.21111E-02 2 .12588E-02
2.000
3.43997E-02
1199950
5.55357E-02
3.44095E-02 5. 56684E-02
1.000
2.00699E-01
7004987
2.56235E-01
2.00874E-01 2 .56542E-01
0.500
2.27287E-01
7964792
4.83522E-01
2.28397E-01 4. 84939E-01
0.100
3.79160E-01
13177341
8.62681E-01
3.77871E-01 8. 62810E-01
weight of 
photons
0.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
5.19523E-07 
2 .14430E-06 
3.64471E-06 
1.11978E-05 
1.16903E-05 
3 .74430E-05 
9 .59568E-05 
2.12340E-04 
6.10225E-04 
3.56025E-03 
4.03189E-03 
6.72601E-03
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0 . 0 1 0  
1 .27799E-01 
0 . 0 0 0  
9.51915E-03
4450462 
9 .90481E-01 
333710 
l.OOOOOE+00
1.27621E-01
9.56941E-03
9.90431E-01 
l.OOOOOE+00
2 .26706E-03 
1 .68862E-04
1.77392E-02total 34872592 l.OOOOOE+00
l.OOOOOE+00
Itally 15 nps =*********
tally type 5 particle flux at a point detector, 
units l/cm**2
particle(s): neutron
detector located at x,y,z = O.OOOOOE+00 0.OOOOOE+00-4.OOOOOE+01
energy 
2.4500E-02 
4.6550E-02 
6.8600E-02 
9.0650E-02 
1.1270E-01 
1.3475E-01 
.5680E-01 
.7885E-01 
. 0090E-01 
•2295E-01 
.4500E-01 
.6705E-01 
.8910E-01 
3.1115E-01 
3.3320E-01 
3.5525E-01 
3.7730E-01 
3.9935E-01 
4.2140E-01 
.4345E-01 
6550E-01 
8755E-01 
.0960E-01 
.3165E-01 
.5370E-01 
.7575E-01 
.9780E-01 
.1985E-01 
.4190E-01 
.6395E-01 
. 8600E-01 
.0805E-01 
7.3010E-01 
7.5215E-01 
7.7420E-01 
7.9625E-01 
8.1830E-01 
8.4035E-01 
8.6240E-01 
8.8445E-01 
9 .0650E-01 
9.2855E-01 
9.5060E-01
4.
4.
4.
5. 
5, 
5  
5.
5.
6, 
6. 
6. 
6, 
7 ,
8.16557E-10 
4.15066E-10 
2.76733E-10 
2.27294E-10 
1.77152E-10 
1.81654E-10 
1.17093E-10 
9.70925E-11 
5.17587E-11 
3.94811E-11 
5.67466E-11 
2.74304E-11 
3 . 6 1 7 8 8 E - 1 1  
4.37603E-11 
3.35178E-11 
1.41603E-11 
2.02561E-11 
2.69012E-11 
3.07702E-11 
1.74027E-11 
3.42189E-11 
2.16756E-11 
2.60052E-11 
1.73750E-11 
.21531E-11 
.58652E-11 
.33202E-11 
.37218E-11 
.39722E-11 
8.49157E-12 
1.84386E-11 
.61428E-11 
.37769E-11 
.13793E-11 
.18812E-11 
.31666E-12 
7 .30709E-12 
1.08575E-11 
8.30792E-12 
8.56509E-12 
1.13313E-11 
8.78904E-12 
7 .33420E-12
0.0753
0.0596
0.0882
0.1009
0.0931
0.0991
0.1093
0.1026
0.1562
0.1539
0.1392
0.2424
0.1502
0.1595
0.1796
0.1804
0.1621
0.1680
0.2037
0.1945
0.2314
0.1380
0.1662
0.1703
0.2454
0.2269
0.1733
0.3594
0.2076
0.1943
0.3032
0.2233
0.2497
0.2182
0.2863
0.1563
0.1553
0.1702
0.1670
0.2533
0.2194
0.1771
0.1670
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9.7265E-01 
9.9470E-01 
1.0168E+00 
1.0388E+00 
1.0609E+00 
1.0829E+00 
1.1050E+00 
1.1270E+00 
1.1490E+00 
1.1711E+00 
1.1931E+00 
1.2152E+00 
1.2372E+00 
1.2593E+00 
1.2813E+00 
1.3034E+00 
1.3254E+00 
1.3475E+00 
1.3695E+00 
1.3916E+00 
1.4136E+00 
.4357E+00 
.4577E+00 
.4798E+00 
.5018E+00 
5239E+00 
.5459E+00 
.5680E+00 
.5900E+00 
6121E+00 
.6341E+00 
.6562E+00 
1.6782E+00 
1.7003E+00 
.7223E+00 
.7444E+00 
.7664E+00 
.7885E+00 
. 8105E+00 
■8326E+00 
1.8546E+00 
1.8767E+00 
. 8987E+00 
•9208E+00 
.9428E+00 
.9649E+00 
. 9869E+00 
.0090E+00 
2 .0310E+00 
2 .0531E+00 
2 .0751E+00 
2.0972E+00 
2.1192E+00 
2.1413E+00 
2 .1633E+00 
2.1854E+00 
2 .2074E+00
1.
1.
1 .
1.
1.
1 .
1 .
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.19383E-11 
7 .97709E-12 
8.37241E-12 
1.06447E-11 
1.41464E-11 
4.29413E-12 
6 .10657E-12 
06671E-12 
43599E-12 
40007E-12 
06475E-12 
13644E-12 
84260E-12 
36790E-12 
80734E-12 
04521E-12 
62728E-12 
8.51309E-12 
6 .20968E-12 
3 -86050E-12 
3 .77466E-12 
4.19820E-12 
3 -70551E-12 
3 .08943E-12 
36482E-12 
11448E-12 
95273E-12 
58071E-12 
48152E-12 
42401E-12 
30022E-12 
18788E-12 
17652E-12 
8.79403E-12 
2 .46422E-12 
2 .78928E-12 
30680E-12 
73336E-12 
82439E-12 
47111E-12 
32640E-12 
2.59361E-12 
2.63419E-12 
51994E-12 
19933E-12 
85303E-12 
63439E-12 
02316E-12 
69552E-12 
06361E-12 
12704E-12 
11508E-12 
91980E-12 
80166E-12 
11694E-12 
36648E-12
2 . 
2 . 
2. 
3. 
1, 
2 . 
2 . 
2 . 
1.
2 .
3 . 
1 . 
5 . 
3 .
1.74569E-12
0.2754
0.1881
0.2214
0.3286
0.2980
0.1855
0.2267
0 . 2 2 0 2
0.2454
0.3575
0.2375
0.3051
0.3059
0.2657
0.3391
0.3117
0.3377
0.3711
0.2862
0.2436
0.2422
0.2814
0.3515
0.2676
0.2597
0.2911
0.3153
0.3401
0.3436
0.2941
0.2914
0.4630
0.2374
0.7765
0.3828
0.2988
0.2691
0.5248
0.2455
0.5557
0.4033
0.3173
0.3217
0.2451
0.3841
0.3438
0.4193
0.5939
0.3589
0.2457
0.7450
0.2352
0.3630
0.4871
0.3129
0.2485
0.3107
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2 .2295E+00 
2 .2515E+00 
2 .2736E+00 
2.2956E+00 
2.3177E+00 
2 .3397E+00 
2.3618E+00 
2 .3838E+00 
2 .4059E+00 
2 .4279E+00 
2 .4500E+00 
total
1.02030E-11 
4.22189E-12 
1.52838E-12 
7.96595E-13 
2 .26809E-12 
1.12287E-12 
1.17598E-12 
1.01820E-12 
1.35154E-12 
1.33575E-12 
9.49093E-13 
3 .30653E-09
0.6891
0.5422
0.3300
0.1657
0.3012
0.3103
0.2108
0.1744
0.2307
0.2279
0.1924
0.0322
detector located at x,y,z = 
uncollided neutron flux 
energy
0 . OOOOOE+00 0.OOOOOE+00-4.OOOOOE+01
2.4500E-02 
4.6550E-02 
6.8600E-02 
9.0650E-02 
1.1270E-01 
1.3475E-01 
1.5680E-01 
1.7885E-01 
2.0090E-01 
2 .2295E-01 
2.4500E-01 
2.6705E-01 
2.8910E-01 
3.1115E-01 
3.3320E-01 
3.5525E-01 
3.7730E-01 
3 .9935E-01 
4.2140E-01 
4.4345E-01 
.6550E-01 
.8755E-01 
0960E-01 
.3165E-01 
5370E-01 
5.7575E-01 
5.9780E-01 
6.1985E-01 
.4190E-01 
.6395E-01 
,8600E-01 
.0805E-01 
•3010E-01 
.5215E-01 
.7420E-01 
.9625E-01 
8.1830E-01 
8.4035E-01 
8.6240E-01 
8.8445E-01 
9.0650E-01
4.
4.
5. 
5. 
5,
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
1.47227E-32 1.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
1.33363E-29 1.0000 
3.16160E-30 1.0000 
1.58975E-29 0.8217 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
1.43362E-25 1.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
2.18405E-28 0.5895 
3.37299E-28 0.9379 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
3.72711E-25 1.0000 
1.44258E-22 1.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
6.09333E-24 0.7282 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
1.09868E-23 1.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
2.43914E-22 0.8324 
1.77933E-24 1.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
8.69143E-23 1.0000 
3.31382E-15 1.0000 
1.47798E-23 1.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
2.47365E-23 0.8006 
1.68447E-21 0.6562 
1.25159E-21 1.0000
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9.2855E-01 
9.5060E-01 
9.7265E-01 
9 .9470E-01 
1.0168E+00 
1.0388E+00 
1.0609E+00 
1.0829E+00 
1 .1050E+00 
1.1270E+00 
1.1490E+00 
1.1711E+00 
1.1931E+00 
1.2152E+00 
1.2372E+00 
1.2593E+00 
1.2813E+00 
1.3034E+00 
1.3254E+00 
1 .3475E+00 
1.3695E+00 
1 .3916E+00 
1.4136E+00 
1.4357E+00 
1.4577E+00 
.4798E+00 
.5018E+00 
.5239E+00 
.5459E+00 
.5680E+00 
.5900E+00 
, 6121E+00 
, 6341E+00 
•6562E+00 
•6782E+00 
1.7003E+00 
1.7223E+00 
1 .7444E+00 
1.7664E+00 
1.7885E+00 
1.8105E+00 
1.8326E+00 
1.8546E+00 
1.8767E+00 
.8987E+00 
.9208E+00 
.9428E+00 
.9649E+00 
.9869E+00 
.0090E+00 
.0310E+00 
2 .0531E+00 
2 .0751E+00 
. 0972E+00 
■1192E+00 
■1413E+00 
.1633E+00
1. 
1. 
1, 
1. 
1, 
1, 
1.
1.
1. 
1.
1.22841E-22 
O.OOOOOE+00 
.33405E-14 
04738E-22 
.08677E-21 
.61415E-22 
.50550E-22 
8.02753E-22 
2 .48359E-21 
0.OOOOOE+00 
7.45098E-22 
O.OOOOOE+00 
4.48976E-23 
0.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
.82372E-24 
.59015E-22 
.02123E-23 
•20760E-25 
O.OOOOOE+00 
0.OOOOOE+00 
0.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
9.58455E-23 
0.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
.94321E-21 
54087E-22 
0.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
2.10565E-21 
5.41089E-21 
O.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
0.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
3 .97670E-21 
O.OOOOOE+00 
0.OOOOOE+00 
1.53594E-21 
O.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
4.01523E-22 
0.OOOOOE+00 
0.OOOOOE+00 
6.87005E-21 
0.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
0.OOOOOE+00 
0.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
0.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
0.OOOOOE+00
1. 
2 .
1 . 0 0 0 0
0 . 0 0 0 0
1 . 00 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0  
1 . 0 0 0 0
0.8377
0.7528
1.0000
0.0000
0.9104
0.0000
1.0000
0.0000
0 . 0 0 0 0  
0 . 0 0 0 0
0.7957
0.9999
1 . 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0  
0 . 0 0 0 0  
0 . 0 0 0 0  
0 . 0 0 0 0  
0 . 0 0 0 0
0.7779
0 . 0 0 0 0
0 . 0 0 0 0
0.7104
1 . 0 0 0 0
0 . 0 0 0 0
0 . 0 0 0 0
0.0000
1.0000
1.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
1.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.7387
0.0000
0.0000
1.0000
0.0000
0.0000
1.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
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2 .1854E+00 
2 .2074E+00 
2 .2295E+00 
2 .2515E+00 
2 .2736E+00 
2 .2956E+00 
2 .3177E+00 
2 .3397E+00 
2 .3618E+00 
2 .3838E+00 
2 .4059E+00 
2 .4279E+00 
2 .4500E+00 
total
0.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
7.07229E-21 
1.01443E-20 
O.OOOOOE+00 
1.28256E-20 
O.OOOOOE+00 
5.96379E-21 
0.OOOOOE+00 
0.OOOOOE+00 
0.OOOOOE+00 
0.OOOOOE+00 
2 .17549E-13 
2 .84203E-13
0 . 0 0 0 0
0 . 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0
0 . 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0
0 . 0 0 0 0
1 . 0 0 0 0
0 . 0 0 0 0
0 . 0 0 0 0
0 . 0 0 0 0
0 . 0 0 0 0
0 . 0 0 0 0
0.2232
detector score diagnostics cumulative
cumulative
fraction of
fraction of
times average score transmissions transmissions
history total tally
1.OOOOOE-01 0 0.00000
O.OOOOOE+00 0.00000
l.OOOOOE+00 0 0.00000
O.OOOOOE+00 0.00000
2.OOOOOE+00 0 0.00000
O.OOOOOE+00 0.00000
5.00000E+00 0 0.00000
O.OOOOOE+00 0.00000
1.OOOOOE+01 0 0.00000
O.OOOOOE+00 0.00000
l.OOOOOE+02 0 0.00000
O.OOOOOE+00 0.00000
l.OOOOOE+03 0 0.00000
O.OOOOOE+00 0.00000
l.OOOOOE+38 0 0.00000
O.OOOOOE+00 0.00000
tally
per
3 .30653E-
09 1 . 0 0 0 0 0
average tally per history = 3.30653E-09 
1.38063E-02
(largest score)/ (average tally) = 4.17547E+06 
score =190147526
largest score = 
nps of largest
score contributions by cell
cell misses hits tally per history weight per hit
1 1 940422012951665 4.25259E-13 4.22523E-13
2 2 1253039 98963964 2.62326E-10 5.30145E-09
3 3 0 7 1.22528E-12 3.50079E-04
4 4 136 18711 1.61508E-09 1.72634E-04
5 5 56 64250 1.20985E-09 3.76607E-05
6 6 914 36686 8.66047E-11 4.72140E-06
7 7 48124270 87433518 1.19671E-10 2.73741E-09
8 8 126441 24787275 1.03897E-13 8.38308E-12
9 9 352281 19725839 5.62779E-14 5.70601E-12
10 10 9047 2745905 1.11838E-11 8.14581E-09
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t o t a l  4 9 9 6 0 2 2 6 2 2 4 6 7 2 7 8 2 0 3 . 3 0 6 5 3 E - 0 9 2 . 9 4 3 4 2 E - 0 9
score misses
russian roulette on pd 0
p s c = 0 .  21970133
russian roulette in transmission 0
underflow in transmission 2829991
hit a zero-importance cell 0
energy cutoff 25160095
other: outside tally bin bounds. 7
lanalysis of the results in the tally fluctuation chart bin (tfc) for 
tally 15 with nps =2000000000 print table 160
normed average tally per history = 3.30653E-09 
average tally per history = 3.30653E-09 
estimated tally relative error = 0.0322 
variance of the variance = 0.0083 
relative error from zero tallies = 0.0000 
error from nonzero scores = 0.0322
unnormed
estimated
relative
number of nonzero history tallies = 2000000000
for the nonzero tallies = 1.0000 
history number of largest tally = 1448883236
unnormalized history tally = 4.26659E-02 
(largest tally)/ (average tally) = 1.29035E+07 
tally)/(avg nonzero tally)= 1.29035E+07
efficiency
largest
(largest
(confidence interval shift)/mean = 0.0012 
confidence interval center = 3.31052E-09
shifted
if the largest history score sampled so far were to occur on the next 
history, the tfc bin quantities would change as follows:
estimated quantities value at nps value at
nps+l value(nps+l)/value(nps)-1.
mean 3 .30653E-09 3.32786E-
09 0.006452
relative error 3.22280E-02 3.26567E-
02 0.013304
variance of the variance 8.33322E-03 9.18814E-
03 0.102591
shifted center 3.31052E-09 3.31078E-
09 0.000078
figure of merit 6.43452E-02 6.26666E-
02 -0.026086
the estimated slope of the 200 largest tallies starting at 6.84140E-
03 appears to be decreasing at least exponentially.
the large score tail of the empirical history score probability 
density function appears to have no unsampled regions.
***** the nps-dependent tfc bin check results are suspect because 
there are only 1 nps tally values to analyze *****
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results of 10 statistical checks for the estimated answer
for the tally fluctuation chart (tfc) bin of tally 15
tfc bin --mean-- relative error--------- ----
variance of the variance- --  -figure of merit-- -pdf -
behavior behavior value decrease decrease rate value
decrease decrease rate value behavior slope
desired random <0.05 yes l/sqrt(nps) <0.10
yes 1/nps constant random >3.00
observed random 0.03 yes yes 0.01
yes yes constant random 10.00
passed? yes yes yes yes yes
yes yes yes yes yes
this tally meets the statistical criteria used to form confidence 
intervals: check the tally fluctuation chart to verify.
the results in other bins associated with this tally may not meet 
these statistical criteria.
estimated asymmetric confidence interval(1,2,3 sigma): 3.2038E-09 to 
3.4172E-09; 3.0971E-09 to 3.5239E-09; 2.9904E-09 to 3.6306E-09 
estimated symmetric confidence interval(1,2,3 sigma): 3.2000E-09 to 
3.4131E-09; 3.0934E-09 to 3.5197E-09; 2.9868E-09 to 3.6262E-09
fom = (histories/minute)*(f(x) signal-to-noise ratio)**2 = 
(1.337E+05)*( 6.938E-04)**2 = (1.337E+05)*(4.814E-07) = 6.435E-02 
Itally 25 nps =*********
tally type 5 particle flux at a point detector, 
units l/cm**2
particle(s): neutron
detector : 
time 
,OOOOE+00 
, 9802E+00 
9604E+00 
,9406E+00 
•9208E+00 
5.9010E+00 
6.8812E+00 
7.8614E+00 
8.8416E+00 
9.8218E+00
0.OOOOOE+00 
0.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
0.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
0.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
0.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
3 .36074E-11
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.2486
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1.0802E+01 
1.1782E+01 
1.2762E+01 
1 .3743E+01 
1.4723E+01 
1.5703E+01 
1.6683E+01 
1.7663E+01 
1.8644E+01 
.9624E+01 
■0604E+01 
.1584E+01 
.2564E+01 
2.3545E+01 
2 .4525E+01 
2 .5505E+01 
2 .6485E+01 
2 .7465E+01 
2.8446E+01 
.9426E+01 
.0406E+01 
•1386E+01 
•2366E+01 
.3347E+01 
.4327E+01 
.5307E+01 
.6287E+01 
.7267E+01 
. 8248E+01 
.9228E+01 
.0208E+01 
.1188E+01 
.2168E+01 
.3149E+01 
.4129E+01 
.5109E+01 
4.6089E+01 
4.7069E+01 
8050E+01 
, 9030E+01 
.OOlOE+Ol 
.0990E+01 
.1970E+01 
5.2950E+01 
5.3931E+01 
5.4911E+01 
5.5891E+01 
5.6871E+01 
5.7851E+01 
5.8832E+01 
5.9812E+01 
6.0792E+01 
.1772E+01 
.2752E+01 
.3733E+01 
.4713E+01 
.5693E+01
2  
3 , 
3. 
3 , 
3. 
3  
3. 
3. 
3 , 
3 ,
3.
4. 
4. 
4. 
4. 
4. 
4.
4.
4.
5 
5. 
5,
1.50982E-10 
1.43729E-10 
1 .23332E-10 
8.77294E-11 
8.08420E-11 
32697E-11 
38029E-11 
37374E-11 
78786E-11 
6 .76806E-11 
6 .98831E-11 
5.46110E-11 
8.00925E-11 
6.85742E-11 
5 .44873E-11 
5.85131E-11 
5.12626E-11 
4.73554E-11 
5 .51893E-11 
30762E-11 
21112E-11 
51807E-11 
88102E-11 
34433E-11 
30961E-11 
43658E-11 
35416E-11 
40317E-11 
11461E-11 
32761E-11 
56541E-11 
33013E-11 
01758E-11 
58035E-11 
36488E-11 
10753E-11 
73453E-11 
94284E-11 
84204E-11 
66661E-11 
44222E-11 
2 .03585E-11 
2 .39522E-11 
35051E-11 
13928E-11 
99413E-11 
81540E-11 
65063E-11 
35458E-11 
79946E-11 
64295E-11 
50417E-11 
96138E-11 
79876E-11 
37528E-11 
59895E-11 
30097E-11
2 . 
2 , 
1 . 
1 . 
2 . 
2 . 
1. 
1. 
1, 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1. 
1 .
0.1141
0.0888
0.0885
0.0981
0.1063
0.1241
0.1203
0.1600
0.1057
0.1303
0.1292
0.0977
0.1391
0.1437
0.1076
0.1030
0.1020
0.1215
0.1228
0.1150
0.0916
0.1230
0.1071
0.1854
0.0912
0.1177
0.1457
0.1209
0.1422
0.1221
0.1435
0.1338
0.1658
0.1586
0.1581
0.1329
0.1691
0.1361
0.1250
0.1152
0.1533
0.1498
0.1643
0.1987
0.1567
0.1306
0.1640
0.2345
0.2148
0.1402
0.1606
0.1713
0.1815
0.1897
0.1588
0.1955
0.1625
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6 .6673E+01 
6.7653E+01 
6.8634E+01 
6.9614E+01 
7 .0594E+01 
7 .1574E+01 
7 .2554E+01 
7 .3535E+01 
4515E+01 
5495E+01 
6475E+01 
7455E+01 
8436E+01 
9416E+01 
8.0396E+01 
8.1376E+01 
8.2356E+01 
8.3337E+01 
8.4317E+01 
8.5297E+01 
8.6277E+01 
8.7257E+01 
8.8238E+01 
8.9218E+01 
9.0198E+01 
9 .1178E+01 
9 .2158E+01 
9.3139E+01 
9 .4119E+01 
9 .5099E+01 
9.6079E+01 
9.7059E+01 
9 .8040E+01 
9.9020E+01 
l.OOOOE+02 
total
44350E-11 
25288E-11 
38861E-11 
62672E-11 
59226E-11 
06361E-11 
32988E-11 
79316E-11 
22169E-11 
83138E-11 
32837E-12 
10847E-11 
16025E-11 
50753E-12 
35974E-11 
9.97972E-12 
8.07157E-12 
8.50691E-12 
7 .78285E-12 
7.34472E-12
70437E-12 
64797E-12 
07288E-12 
83502E-12 
19435E-11 
11977E-12 
74772E-12 
01349E-12 
39940E-12 
7.63136E-12 
6.15701E-12 
92150E-12 
09743E-11 
34202E-12 
99042E-12
3 -00550E-09
0.1852
0.2058
0.2080
0.2087
0.1964
0.1660
0.2987
0.2114
0.2281
0.2419
0.2062
0.2410
0.2356
0.2040
0.2640
0.3024
0.2235
0.2446
0.2293
0.1859
0.1932
0.1987
0.1609
0.2661
0.2437
0.2404
0.2350
0.2385
0.2156
0.2256
0.2374
0.2842
0.3278
0.2402
0.2790
0.0324
uncollided neutron flux
detector: 
time 
l.OOOOE+00 
1.9802E+00 
2.9604E+00 
3 .9406E+00 
4.9208E+00 
5.9010E+00 
6.8812E+00 
7 .8614E+00 
8.8416E+00 
9.8218E+00 
1.0802E+01 
1.1782E+01 
1.2762E+01 
1 .3743E+01 
1.4723E+01 
1 .5703E+01 
1.6683E+01
0.OOOOOE+00 
0.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
0.OOOOOE+00 
0.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
0.OOOOOE+00 
0.OOOOOE+00 
2.17549E-13 
91519E-20 
51313E-20 
78817E-22 
54953E-22 
66508E-22 
14025E-24
5.96441E-21
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.4211
0.7040
0.5570
0.9994
1.0000
1.0000
0.9999
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1.7663E+01 
1.8644E+01 
1.9624E+01 
2.0604E+01 
2 .1584E+01 
2 .2564E+01 
2 .3545E+01 
2 .4525E+01 
2 .5505E+01 
2 .6485E+01 
2 .7465E+01 
2 .8446E+01 
2 .9426E+01 
3 .0406E+01 
3 .1386E+01 
3 .2366E+01 
3 -3347E+01 
3 -4327E+01 
3 .5307E+01 
3 .6287E+01 
3 -7267E+01 
3.8248E+01 
3 .9228E+01 
4.0208E+01 
4.1188E+01 
4.2168E+01 
4 .3149E+01 
4129E+01 
5109E+01 
6089E+01 
7069E+01 
8050E+01 
9030E+01 
OOlOE+01 
0990E+01 
1970E+01 
5 .2950E+01 
5 .3931E+01 
5 .4911E+01 
5.5891E+01 
6871E+01 
7851E+01 
8832E+01 
9812E+01 
0792E+01 
1772E+01 
2752E+01 
3733E+01 
4713E+01 
6.5593E+01 
6.6673E+01 
6 .7553E+01 
6.8634E+01 
9614E+01 
0594E+01 
1574E+01 
2554E+01
4.70570E-21 0.8592 
6.33405E-14 1.0000 
4.07620E-22 0.8939 
1.25159E-21 1.0000 
1.77933E-24 1.0000 
8.69143E-23 1.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
2.16854E-29 1.0000 
2.86622E-22 1.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
1.22841E-22 1.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
3.79619E-24 1.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
3.31382E-15 1.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000 
O.OOOOOE+00 0.0000
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3535E+01 
4515E+01 
5495E+01 
6475E+01 
7455E+01 
8436E+01 
9416E+01 
8.0396E+01 
8.1376E+01 
8.2356E+01 
8.3337E+01 
8.4317E+01 
8.5297E+01 
8.6277E+01 
8.7257E+01 
8.8238E+01 
8.9218E+01 
9.0198E+01 
9.1178E+01 
9.2158E+01 
9.3139E+01 
4119E+01 
5099E+01 
6079E+01 
7059E+01 
8040E+01 
9020E+01 
OOOOE+02 
total
0.OOOOOE+00 
0.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
0.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
0. OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
0. OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
0.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
0.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
0.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
0. OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
O.OOOOOE+00 
2.84203E-13
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.2232
detector located at x,y,z = 
detector score diagnostics
0.OOOOOE+00 O.OOOOOE+00-4.OOOOOE+01 
cumulative
cumulative
fraction of
fraction of
times average score transmissions transmissions
history total tally
l.OOOOOE-01 0 0.00000
O.OOOOOE+00 0.00000
1.OOOOOE+00 0 0.00000
O.OOOOOE+00 0.00000
2.00000E+00 0 0.00000
O.OOOOOE+00 0.00000
5.OOOOOE+00 0 0.00000
O.OOOOOE+00 0.00000
l.OOOOOE+01 0 0.00000
O.OOOOOE+00 0.00000
l.OOOOOE+02 0 0.00000
O.OOOOOE+00 0.00000
l.OOOOOE+03 0 0.00000
O.OOOOOE+00 0.00000
l.OOOOOE+38 0 0.00000
O.OOOOOE+00 0.00000
before dd roulette 
09 1.00000
2244530044 1.00000
tally
per
3 . 0 0 5 5 0 E -
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average tally per history = 3.00550E-09 
1.38063E-02
(largest score)/ (average tally) = 4.59369E+06 
score =190147526
largest score = 
nps of largest
score contributions by cell
cell misses hits tally per history weight per hit
1 1 1456492012900058 4.25258E-13 4.22532E-13
2 2 2675813 97541190 2.55311E-10 5.23493E-09
3 3 2 5 1.15669E-12 4.62678E-04
4 4 3505 15342 1.40915E-09 1.83698E-04
5 5 6770 57536 1.12591E-09 3.91376E-05
6 6 5139 32461 8.35396E-11 5.14707E-06
7 7 48489007 87068781 1.19059E-10 2.73482E-09
8 8 338170 24575546 1.03897E-13 8.45531E-12
9 9 469720 19608400 5.62779E-14 5.74018E-12
10 10 24227 2730725 1.07910E-11 7.90342E-09
total 521580022244530044 3.00550E-09 2.67807E-09
score misses
russian roulette on pd 0
psc=0. 21970133
russian roulette in transmission 0
underflow in transmission 2660870
hit a zero-importance cell 0
energy cutoff 25160095
other: outside tally bin bounds. 2366904
lanalysis of the results in the tally fluctuation chart bin (tfc) for 
tally 25 with nps =2000000000 print table 160
normed average tally per history = 3.00550E-09 
average tally per history = 3.00550E-09 
estimated tally relative error = 0.0324 
variance of the variance = 0.0095 
relative error from zero tallies = 0.0000 
error from nonzero scores = 0.0324
number of nonzero history tallies = 2000000000
for the nonzero tallies = 1.0000 
history number of largest tally = 1448883236
unnormalized history tally = 4.26342E-02 
(largest tally)/ (average tally) = 1.41854E+07 
tally)/ (avg nonzero tally)= 1.41854E+07
(confidence interval shift)/mean = 0.0013 
confidence interval center = 3.00932E-09
unnormed
estimated
relative
efficiency 
largest 
(largest
shifted
if the largest history score sampled so far were to occur on the next 
history, the tfc bin quantities would change as follows:
estimated quantities value at nps
nps+l value(nps+l)/value(nps)-1.
mean 3.00550E-09
value at
3 .02682E-
09 0.007093
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relative error 3.24294E-02 3.29622E-
02 0.016429
variance of the variance 9.54308E-03 1.07757E-
02 0.129163
shifted center 3.00932E-09 3.00963E-
09 0.000104
figure of merit 6.35483E-02 6.15106E-
02 -0.032065
the estimated slope of the 200 largest tallies starting at 6.26069E-
03 appears to be decreasing at least exponentially.
the history score probability density function appears to have an 
unsampled region at the largest history scores: please examine.
***** the nps-dependent tfc bin check results are suspect because 
there are only 1 nps tally values to analyze *****
results of 10 statistical checks for the estimated answer
for the tally fluctuation chart (tfc) bin of ■tally 25
tfc bin --mean-- relative (error--------- — — — —
variance of the variance- ------------ ------- figure of merit-- -pdf -
behavior behavior value decrease decrease rate value
decrease decrease rate value behavior slope
desired random <0.05 yes 1/sgrt(nps) <0.10
yes 1/nps constant random >3 .00
observed random 0.03 yes yes 0.01
yes yes constant random 10.00
passed? yes yes yes yes yes
yes yes yes yes yes
this tally meets the statistical criteria used to form confidence 
intervals: check the tally fluctuation chart to verify.
the results in other bins associated with this tally may not meet 
these statistical criteria.
estimated asymmetric confidence interval(1,2,3 sigma): 2.9117E-09 to 
3.1069E-09; 2.8141E-09 to 3.2045E-09; 2.7165E-09 to 3.3021E-09 
estimated symmetric confidence interval(1,2,3 sigma): 2.9080E-09 to 
3.1030E-09; 2.8106E-09 to 3.2004E-09; 2.7131E-09 to 3.2979E-09
fom = (histories/minute)*(f(x) signal-to-noise ratio)**2 = 
(1.337E+05)*( 6.895E-04)**2 = (1.337E+05)*(4.754E-07) = 6.355E-02
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1 so m e  t a l l y  s c o r e s  w e r e  n o t  m a d e  f o r  v a r i o u s  r e a s o n s :
beyond last bin not in 
tally angle energy time user
15 0 7 0 0
25 0 0 2366904 0
Istatus of the statistical checks used to form confidence intervals for 
the mean for each tally bin
tally result of statistical checks for the tfc bin (the first check
not passed is listed) and error magnitude check for all bins
15 passed the 10 statistical checks for the tally fluctuation
chart bin result
missed all bin error check: 224 tally bins had 64 bins
with zeros and 158 bins with relative errors exceeding 0.05
25 passed the 10 statistical checks for the tally fluctuation
chart bin result
missed all bin error check: 206 tally bins had 92 bins
with zeros and 112 bins with relative errors exceeding 0.05
the 10 statistical checks are only for the tally fluctuation chart bin 
and do not apply to other tally bins.
the tally bins with zeros may or may not be correct: compare the 
source, cutoffs, multipliers, et cetera with the tally bins.
warning. 2 of the 2 tallies had bins with relative errors
greater than recommended.
Itally fluctuation charts
tally 15 tally
25
nps mean error vov slope fom mean error
vov slope fom
2000000000 3.3065E-09 0.0322 0.0083 10.0 6.4E-02 3.0055E-09 0.0324
0.0095 10.0 6.4E-02
***********************************************************************
************************************************
dump no. 2 on file zr3shi4r nps = 2000000000 coll =
445834777 ctm =14962.99 nrn = 11841240511
11 warning messages so far.
run terminated when2000000000 particle histories were done, 
computer time =14963.90 minutes
mcnpx version 2.5f Mon Feb 21 08:00:00 MST 2005 
01/18/06 15:57:44 probid = 01/18/06 14:02:12
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APPENDIX III
PHOTON MESH TALLY WITH A NEUTRON SOURCE
Frame 001 1 01 Aug 2005 I Photon Mesh Tally (SHIELDS) Neutron Source
flux1E-0G
g.68966E-07
9.37931 E-07
9.06897E-07
8.75862E-07
8.44828E-07
8.13793E-07
7.82759E-07
7.51724E-07
7.2069E-07
6.89655E-07
6.58621 E-07
6.27586E-07
5.98552E-G7
5.65517E-07
5.34483E-07
5.0344BE-07
4.72414E-07
4.41379E-07
4.1Ü345E-07
3.7931 E-07
3.48276E-07
3.17241 E-07
2.B6207E-07
2.55172E-07
2.24138E-07
1.93103E-07
1.62069E-07
1.31034E-07
IE-07
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APPENDIX IV
NEUTRON MESH TALLY WITH A NEUTRON SOURCE
Frame 001 | 01 Aug 2005 ! Neutron Mesh Tally (SHIELDS) Neutron Source
9E-06
8.72414E-06
44G28E-06
8.17241E-06
7.89655E-06
7.62069E-06
7.34483E-06
7.06897E-06
6.7931 E-06
6.51724E-06
6.24138E-06
5.96562E-06
5.68966E-06
5.41379E-06
5.13793E-06
4.86207E-06
4.58621 E-06
4.31034E-06
4.03448E-06
3.75862E-06
3.48276E-06
3.2069E-06
2.93103E-06
2.65517E-06
2.37931 E-06
2.1 Ü345E-06
1.82759E-06
1.55172E-06
1.27586E-06
1E-Q6
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APPENDIX V
ELECTRON MESH TALLY WITH A NEUTRON SOURCE
F ra m e 001 | 01 A ug 2 0 0 5  | E lectron M esh Tally (SHIELDS) N eu tro n  S o u rc e
4.83793E-08
4.67586E-08
4.51379E-08
4.35172E-08
4.18966E-08
4.02759E-08
3.86552E-08
3.70345E-08
3.54138E-08
3.37931 E-08
3.21724E-08
3.05517E-08
2.8931E-08
2.73103E-08
2.56897E-08
2.406 9E-08
2.24483E-08
2.08276E-08
1.92069E-08
1.75862E-08
1.59655E-Ü8
1.43448E-Ü8
1.27241E-08
1.11D34E-08
9.48276E-Ü9
7.86207E-09
6.24138E-09
4.62069E-09
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APPENDIX VI
GAMMA RESULTS FROM A NEUTRON SOURCE
Photon Tallies for Shield 5 at Different Locations Throughout the Shield, Neutron Source
1.00E-03
1.00E-04
1 .OOE-05
1.00E-06
1.00E-07
E 1.00E-08
1  1.00E-09
£ 1 .00E-10
1.00E-11
1.00E-'
At Detector 
Layer 1 Steel 
Layer 1 Lead 
Layer 2 Steel 
-^NUEX
Layer 2 Lead 
Layer 3 Steel 
2 cm Outside of Shield
1.00E-02 1.00E-01 1.00E +00 1.00E+01
E n ergy (MeV)
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APPENDIX VII
GAMMA RESULTS FROM A GAMMA SOURCE
Fluxes at Different Angles
1 .00E -08 -1
1 .00E-(
1 .00E -10
1.00E-11
1.00E-12
S  1.00E-13
1.00E-14
♦ 0 degrees (Top detector) 
—SI—0 degrees (Bottom detector) 
- ■A -  18.5 Degrees
  -30 deyees
—* —37.6 Degrees
1.00E-15
1.00E-16
1.(X)E-17
2.50E + 001.50E+005.00E-01O.OOE+00
E n ergy (M eV)
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APPENDIX VIII
GAMMA/NEUTRON RESULTS
Results for 0 Degree Source Location, Neutron Source
1 .OOE+OO - 
1.00E-01 - 
1.00E-02  
1 .OOE-03 
1.00E-04  
1.00E-05  
1 .00E -06 - 
1.00E -07 - 
1 .OOE-08 
1 .00E -09 ' 
1 .00E -10 - 
1.00E-11  
1.00E-12
1.00E-03
- ♦ — Neutron Flux from Top Detector 
Neutron Flux from Bottom Detector  
Photon Flux from Top Detector 
Photon Flux from Bottom Detector
1.00E-02 1.00E-01  
E n ergy  (MeV)
1.OOE+OO 1.00E+01
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Results for 30 Degree Source Location, Neutron Source
1.OOE+OO
Neutron Flux from Top Detector (30 d egrees)
1.00E -02 Neutron Flux from Bottom Detector (18 .5  d egrees)
Photon Flux from Top Detector (30  degrees)1.00E-03
- - 0  Photon Flux from Bottom Detector (18 .5  degrees)1.00E-04
1.00E-05
1.00E -06
1.00E-07
1.00E-08
1.00E-09
1.00E-10
1.00E-02 1.00E-011.00E -03
E n ergy (MeV)
Results for 60 Degree Source Location, Neutron Source
1.OOE+OO 
1.00E-01 
1.00E-02  
1 .OOE-03 
1.00E-04  
1.00E-05  
1.00E-06  
1 .OOE-07 
1.00E-08  
1.00E-09  
1.00E-10  
1.00E-11 
1.00E-12
1.00E-13
1 .00E -03
♦ Neutron Flux from Top Detector (60 degrees)
Neutron Flux from Bottom Detector (37.5 degrees)
Photon Flux from Top Detector (60 degrees)
- O "  Photon Flux from Bottom Detector (37.5 degrees)
6
1.00E-02 1.00E-01 
E n ergy (MeV)
1.OOE+OO 1.00E+01
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Results for 90 Degree Source Location, Neutron Source
1.OOE+OO 
1.00E-01  
1.00E-02  
1 .00E -03  
1.00E-04
i  1 .00E-05
I
E 1.00E-06I
I  1 .00E-07  
1.00E-08  
1.00E-09  
1.00E-10  
1.00E-11
1.00E-12
1 .OOE-03
—e — Neutron Flux from Top Detector (90  d egrees)
Neutron Flux from Bottom Detector (56  d egrees)
-s Photon Flux from Top Detector (90  d eg rees)
® Photon Flux from Bottom D etector (56  d egrees)
f Î ®
 ̂ ! T I if #Ë_ «C f  .ft**
1.00E-02 1.00E-01  
E n ergy (MeV)
1.OOE+OO 1.00E+01
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APPENDIX IX
ENERGYH’IME DEPENDANT FLUX FOR SMALL SHIELDS
3 Small Shields, Energy Dependant
Flux for 0  D egree  Source. Energy Dependant 
Flux for 30  D egree Source, Energy Dependant 
Source, Energy Dependant 
Source, Energy Dependant
1.00E-01
Flux for 6 0  
-  Flux for 90f.OOE-02
1.00E -03
1 .OOE-04I
•OOE-05
I
Z  1.00E -06
I
1 .0 0 2 -0 7
.OOE-08
1 .00E -09
1.00E -10
1.00E-11
1.00E-02 1.00E+011 .002-01 1.002+00
Energy (MeV)
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3 Small Shields, Time Dependant
1.00E-07
Flux for 0  D egree  Source, T im e Dependant 
Flux for 3 0  D egree  Source, Tim e Dependant  
Flux for 6 0  D egree  Source, Tim e Dependant 
Fiux for 9 0  ~ Source, Tim e Dependant
1 .OOE-08
5 1.00E -09
1 .00E -10
1.00E-11
12.08.0 10.06.02.0 4.00.0
T im e (n s )
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APPENDIX X
VISUALIZATION OF FLUX AROUND SMALL SHIELDS
0 Degree Source
30 Degree Source
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60 Degree Source
90 Degree Source
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APPENDIX XI
VARIANCE REDUCTION TECHNIQUES
Without Weight Windows 
Slope = 0.9 
FOM= 1
Statistical checks passed (out of 10) = 6 
4000 CPU hours
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Weight Windows, Generated 
Slope =1.9 
FOM = 3
Statistical checks passed (out of 10) = 6 
0.25 CPU hours
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Weight Windows, Generated 
DXTRAN Sphere at Point Detector 
Slope = 4.6 
FOM = 44 
Statistical checks passed (out of 10) = 10 
0.5 CPU hours
DO
■ f i
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